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ABSTRACT 

Beginning with its emergence from a high-aspect ratio rectangular aperture, the 

physics of an intense (current density ~ 1 mA/cm2 ), positively charged ion beam is 

explored in two distinct regions: an electron-free drift region, and a beam plasma 

containing a large density of space-charge neutralizing electrons. In the drift region, 

the beam expands due to the mutual inter-ion Coulomb repulsion. Energy, mass, 

and phase-space density conservation are combined with Poisson's equation to 

obtain the beam ion density and resulting potential of the diverging beam at any 

point in 3-dimensional space. Within the beam plasma, the divergence rate is 

assumed negligible and the beam ion density at the drift/plasma interface taken to 

be the beam ion density throughout the beam plasma. It is assumed that collisions 

between beam ions and residual gas molecules, producing a steady generation of 

electrons and slow residual gas ions, is the dominant mechanism sustaining the 

beam plasma. Charge is conserved and the energy balance of the plasma examined 

to obtain the electron and slow-ion densities. Electron, slow-ion, and beam ion 

densities are then introduced into Poisson's equation to produce a second order 

partial integro-differential equation requiring a numerical solution. This solution 

is obtained by expanding the density and potential functions in a complete set 

of orthogonal (Chebyshev) functions and reducing the differential equation to a 

system of linear algebraic equations. Calculations in the drift region, for beams 

of 50, 100 and 500 keY, indicate that all intense beams, regardless of the initial 

aspect ratio, ultimately relax into the same, near Gaussian profile. In the beam 

plasma, the theory was applied to a 100 ke V, high aspect ratio arsenic beam. The 

electron density profile is predicted to display a shape similar to that of the beam 

ions, with the resulting net potential possessing substantial cylindrical symmetry. 

Both the slow-ion and electron densities, and hence the degree of space-charge 

neutralization, are found to depend strongly on the residual gas density. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ever increasing use of high current ion beams in the microelectronics industry has 

elevated the importance of developing a rigorous understanding of the fundamental 

principles of beam formation, neutralization, and propagation. Recent theoretical 

and experimental work has demonstrated that intense ion beams, such as those 

used in ion implantation during semiconductor processing, are capable of entrap

ping and transporting particulate contamination over long distances. 1- 4 Should 

transported particles reach the target wafer, a loss of yield may result. A thorough 

understanding of the mechanisms by which a space-charge neutralized beam main

tains a steady-state charge distribution is essential if the beam's ability to entrap 

particles is to be eliminated or reduced. In wafer charging, a process in which the 

target wafer accumulates a static charge, often sufficiently strong to destroy cir

cuit components, a knowledge of the beam's response to its environs is needed to 

provide sufficient insight and guidance in the development of a wafer neutralizing 

device. Finally, the ability to predict the beam profile under a variety of condi

tions is required to suggest optimal implanting techniques and configurations for 

more uniform and faster implants. This work attempts to provide the framework 

necessary to address these issues. 

Figure 1.1 displays a schematic representation of the beam under consideration. 

As shown, the beam system is comprised of four distinct segments: the plasma 

source, drift region, beam plasma, and the sheath at the beam/target interface. The 

beam itself is comprised of positive, non-relativistic ions extracted continuously 

from the source, and provides a steady current to the target. 

Ions in the source, with characteristic thermal energies of approximately 1 -

2 e V, are extracted and accelerated by the large potential difference between the 

source and beam line. Electrons emerging with the beam are reflected back into 

the source plasma by the electron suppression electrode, which also serves to 



Plasma 
Source 
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-1500 V 
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Beam Plasma Target 

OV 

Figure 1.1. Schematic illustration of the beam under study. Positively charged 
ions are extracted from the source, which is maintained at a high potential, rv 50 
- 500 keY, with respect to the grounded beam line. In the drift region, the beam 
expands due the ions' mutual Coulomb repulsion. Expansion is arrested in the 
beam line by screening effects of the plasma electrons. 
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confine beam electrons to the beam plasma and maintain an electron-free drift 

region. Passing through this electrode, the ions are shaped into a narrow charge 

configuration of nearly uniform density and well-defined aspect ratio. Upon enter

ing the drift region, the beam begins to expand as the ions respond to their mutual 

Coulomb repulsion. When controlled, this expansion produces a broad beam of 

great utility in implanting semiconductors, but if left unabated, leads to overly 

divergent ion trajectories, degradation of beam definition, and beam stalling. 

In the beam plasma, divergence is arrested by the charge screening effect of an 

electron swarm. Electrons liberated by ionizing collisions of beam ions with residual 

gas molecules, and secondary emission from the target and apertures, engulf the 

beam and neutralize its space-charge potential. The beam's shape, as it enters the 

beam line, is essentially retained along the remainder of its path. In the steady

state, the beam plasma is sustained by a constant creation of charge. Slow-ions 

are continuously produced from residual gas molecules as they interact with the 

beam in ionizing and charge exchanging events. Electrons produced by ionization of 

gas molecules quickly thermalize, with the higher energy electrons flowing steadily 

away from the beam. These mechanisms create a balance in which the net charge 

in the beam region is slightly positive. Lower energy electrons are confined by 

this net potential, but collisions continuously excite some electrons to energies in 

excess of the beam potential. These higher energy electrons escape from the beam, 
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producing a current that exactly offsets the electron creation rate and maintains a 

steady-state electron distribution. Due to the net positive charge in the vicinity 

of the beam, slow-ions are also expelled at a constant· rate equal to their rate of 

generation. 

At the beam/target interface, a plasma sheath arises from the potential dif

ference between the beam and the target. Electrons in the swarm neutralizing the 

beam's space-charge have no preferred direction of propagation, their velocities 

being randomized by thermalizing processes. Therefore, the beam potential~which 

is more positive than that of t.he target, can confine most of the electrons, permit

ting only the higher energy carriers to reach the target. The energy spectrum of 

electrons penetrating the sheath depends on the electric field between the beam 

plasma and the target's surface. In turn, this field varies with target composition 

and topology. Since the beam potential results from the delicate balance of charge 

creation and escape rates, perturbations in the electron and slow-ion currents at 

the sheath are expected to affect the net charge density and potential of the beam. 

While this is a rich and interesting area, this topic is left for subsequent study and 

will not be undertaken here. 

In this work, the beam is studied as it emerges from the source and propa

gates down the beam line. The physics of the expanding beam in the drift region 

is explored and the mechanisms sustaining a steady-state plasma in the beam line 

investigated. Charge densities and potentials are calculated. In the drift region, 

the cross-sectional profile of the unneutralized beam is found as a function of po

sition relative to the emission aperture. At the appropriate distance down range, 

the density is held fixed and used as the initial condition for the ion configura

tion as the beam enters the neutralized plasma. Inside the beam plasma, physical 

processes are described mathematically, and the density and potential calculated 

under the assumption that the target and apertures are sufficiently far removed 

such that interactions maintaining the charge distributions are dominated by lo

cal events. A technique for numerically integrating the resulting partial integro

differential equation is developed, and theoretical predictions of beam potentials, 

electron temperatures, and ion densities presented. 
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Chapter 1 describes the drift region. No a priori assumptions are made regard

ing the charge density or potential. Energy, mass, phase-space volume, and electric 

flux (Poisson's equation) are all conserved to find self-consistent analytic expres

sions for the potential and space-charge density. In Chapter 2, the beam plasma 

is studied. Processes sustaining the plasma are described and a formulation of the 

equation describing the net charge density presented. The beam equation devel

oped in Chapter 2 requires a numerical solution. Chapter 3 develops a technique 

for expanding the relevant functions in terms of orthogonal (Chebyshev) polyno

mials and reducing the non-linear, partial integro-differential equation to a system 

of linear algebraic equations. Numerical results and analysis appear in Chapter 4. 

Calculated charge densities and potentials are presented and discussed. Finally, 

the Conclusion summarizes the work and provides some final remarks. The devel

opment of all germane mathematical relations, and the computer routines used in 

the analysis appear in the appendices. 
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CHAPTER 1 

The Drift Region 

Spanning the gap between the electron suppression electrode and the beam line 

is a region devoid of electrons. Here space-charge effects are large, and the beam 

diverges as the ions drift transversely in response to the collective electric field gen

erated by the ion ensemble. Nothing can be stated a priori regarding the shape of 

the field, or of the resulting potential. However, in the limit of a collisionless beam, 

each ion can be assumed to travel a well-defined, deterministic trajectory. In this 

chapter, an unknown, but physically determined trajectory is assumed. Energy, 

mass, and the phase-space volume occupied by the system are then conserved to 

generate a single partial differential equation consistent with this trajectory. Pois

son's equation is then introduced as an additional constraining relation, and the 

system solved analytically. In the subsequent calculations, the initial ion density 

is assumed to be uniform across the electron suppression aperture. However, the 

techniques developed here apply equally well to arbitrary initial charge distribu

tions. Upon conclusion of the analysis, it is found that irrespective of the initial 

aspect ratio, beams of all energies and currents eventually relax into similar, near 

Gaussian, profiles. 

1.1. The drifting, collisionless beam 

Properly designed extraction systems accelerate IOns from the plasma source, 

launching them through the aperture in the electron suppression electrode and 

into the drift region with a nearly uniform cross-sectional density profile. Near 

the entrance to the drift region, the density has its largest value, typically on the 

order of 1010 - 1016 m -3. At these densities, the mean free path for hard (contact 

scattering) collisions is ;::: 1 m. Additionally, at points within the ion distribution, 

the potential of the ensemble is typically on the order of 1 - 100 V. Comparing 

this value to that of a two-particle interaction, it is found that two ions would 



h 

w 

(xo'Yo,O) 

q>(xo,y 0,0) 

y 

(x,y,z) 

q>(x,y,z) 
z 

Figure 1.1. Ions emerging from an aperture of width w, and height h, follow 
well-defined, energy conserving trajectories. The potential is defined to be zero 
at the origin and attains its minimum at the walls of a rectangular chamber. 
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need to be less than 1 nm apart before the single particle potential approached 

that of the collective field. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the trajectory 

of an individual ion is in direct response to a time constant, but spatially varying 

collective electric field. 

Figure 1.1 depicts the situation to be studied. Ions emerge from an aperture 

of height h and width w located in the plane z = O. At this point, the density is 

assumed uniform; however, as the ions traverse the drift region, the beam broadens 

and the density is diminished, causing the potential to vary along the z, as well 

as the x and y axes. The collective potential of the ensemble is defined to be zero 

at the origin, (0,0,0), and reaches its minimum relative value at the grounded 

conducting walls of a rectangular chamber. 

1.2. Energy conservation 

Following the single particle trajectory of Fig. 1.1, an ion emerges from the aperture 

at some point (xo, Yo, 0), and arrives sometime later at the point (x, y, z). The 

change in the kinetic energy of an ion with mass mb, and charge q, is related to the 

potential by 

(1.1 ) 



Expanding the velocity products and cancelling terms, Eq. 1.1 becomes 

1[ 2 2 2 ] 2 (~Vx) + (~Vy) + (~Vz) + 2vxo~vx + 2vyo~Vy + 2vzo~vz 

= -..!L(¢(x,y,z) - ¢(Xo,Yo,O)). 
mb 
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(1.2) 

Formally, the change in velocity, ~v, is the time integral of the acceleration. 

However, the time of flight is neither known, nor of interest. Therefore, the time 

shall be expressed in terms of the axial position, parameterized through the z

component of velocity. Noting that, for a conservative field, the acceleration is 

proportional to the gradient of the potential, and setting dt = dz/vz, the changes 

in velocity along each coordinate axis are given by: 

~v -..!L r (_ o¢) dz 
x - mb io ox Vz 

~v -..!L r ( _ O¢) dz 
Y - mb io oy V z 

~v -..!L r (_ O¢) dz 
z - mb io oz Vz 

Thus, the energy conservation relation becomes 

1 [( q r ( o¢) dZ) 2 (q r ( o¢) dZ) 2 (q r ( o¢) dz) 2 
2 mb io - ox Vz + mb io - oy Vz + mb io - oz Vz 

(1.3) 

Equation 1.3 is a non-linear integral relation. It can, however, be brought 

into tractable form by partially differentiating with respect to z. Care must be 
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exercised when differentiating the right hand side. In the development of Eq. 1.3, 

a deterministic trajectory was assumed. When the expression is partially differen

tiated along the z-axis, x and y are held fixed. The trajectory then determines the 

initial point (x o, Yo, 0). In this way, Xo and Yo are not constants, but rather, are 

functions of z. Differentiation thus yields: 

(1.4) 

Recognizing the left hand side as the inner product of the velocity and the 

gradient of the potential, conservation of energy can be expressed in the compact 

form: 

(
8¢ 8¢ 8xo 8¢ 8 yo ) 

v.V¢(x,y,z)=vz 8z - 8x
o 

8z - 8yo 8z 

1.3. Conservation of phase-space density 

(1.5) 

Particles originating in some small volume of configuration space, with similar 

momenta will occupy adjacent positions in phase-space. In the presence of a con

tinuous conservative force, the particles will experience similar changes in their 

momenta, and follow similar phase-space trajectories. Consequently, the volume 

of phase-space occupied by a collisionless ensemble of particles remains constant 

as the system evolves in time. This conservation law may be rigorously proven and 

follows directly from Liouville's Theorem.s 

In classical statistical mechanics, collisions act on length scales small compared 

to the dimensions of the system and are considered binary, instantaneous, and 
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complete. Under these conditions, the equation governing the time dependent 

phase-space evolution of a particle system is the Boltzmann equation:5 

(1.6) 

where, f = f(x, v, t) is the distribution function. N is the total number of particles 

in the ensemble. t is the time. F is an external conservative force acting on the 

system, and x and v are the phase-space coordinates. The quantities ~t and ~i 

are, respectively, the rates at which collisions send particles into, or out of, a given 

phase-space volume. In thermal equilibrium, or in a collisionless gas, these last 

two quantities are equal and the right hand side of Eq. 1.6 vanishes. 

As discussed in Sec. 1.1, the ions' mean-free path is large and the dimension 

for scattering small; thus, to a very good approximation, the assumptions leading 

to the Boltzmann equation are satisfied by the drifting ion beam. Setting the right 

hand side to zero, and expressing the force, F, in terms of the electric field, phase

space density conservation for the beam may be described by the requirement 

of q 
!) +v. Vxf - -V¢. Vvf = o. 
vt ~b 

(1.7) 

A stationary solution to Eq. 1.7 is the well-known Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution 

function. For a system of particles with mass ~, at temperature T, this distribution 

is given by 

f(x, v) = n(x, y, z)e--ITTv.v, 

where n is the number density of the ensemble, and k is the Boltzmann constant. 

However, the situation in the beam is not truly time independent, nor is the 

distribution stationary. An observer in the x-y plane traveling with the beam 

along the z-axis will witness a time varying particle density. Moreover, in the 

laboratory frame, conditions of thermal equilibrium clearly do not prevail and the 
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concept of a temperature, T, becomes somewhat nebulous. To circumvent these 

difficulties, two observations are made. First, during expansion in the drift region, 

no external fields act against the motion of the ions, and the ions do no work. 

Therefore, in the absence of collisions with other particle species (e.g., residual 

gas molecules) there is no mechanism for cooling and the width of the Gaussian 

velocity distribution, kT 1mb, does not change. Further, if the extraction field is 

assumed to accelerate each ion uniformly in the z-direction, there is no heating 

in the extraction gap prior to the drift region, and the beam temperature can be 

taken to be the temperature of the ions in the source plasma. (The condition of 

no heating will be rigorously true along the axis, but may lose some validity near 

the ensemble's periphery during extraction.) Second, if the shape of the velocity

space distribution function is constant, then the observer moving with the beam 

will detect a state of quasi-thermal equilibrium characterized by particles with a 

kinetic energy shifted by the beam velocity, (mb/2)(v; + v~ + (v z - Vb)2), where 

V z is the beam velocity in the laboratory reference frame and Vb is the velocity 

added during extraction from the source. In view of these arguments, a shifted 

Maxwellian velocity distribution will be assumed. 

(1.8) 

This is the distribution function in the beam's reference frame. The velocity dis

tribution is stationary, but the particle density varies in time. To translate this 

function back into the laboratory frame, the time, t, is again parameterized in 

terms of the axial position z. Applying the chain rule to the time derivative of j, 

the first term of Eq. 1.7 can be written 

Employing distribution 1.8, and denoting the shifted velocity by v' = v - Vbez, 

phase-space densi ty conservation may be expressed 
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The coefficients of the partial derivative of nb with respect to z can be combined. 

Now, v;: is the sum of the extraction and thermal velocities. Furthermore, in any 

practical ion beam the extraction velocity, Vb, is orders of magnitude greater than 

the thermal velocity in the plasma source. So, to a very good level of approximation, 

it is possible to write 2v;: - Vb :::::: V;:, and conservation of phase-space density can 

be represented as 

1 q , 
--v. Vnb = kTv . V¢. 

nb • 
(1.9) 

1.4. Conservation of mass 

In a collisionless beam, there is no random-scattering diffusion, and no creation or 

annihilation of particles. Mass conservation is thus characterized by the vanishing 

divergence of the particle current. 

Expanding this equation, it is possible to relate the divergence of the velocity to 

the gradient of the density. 

1 
V.v = --v. Vnb 

nb 

1.5. Derivation of the drift equation 

(1.10) 

Again parameterizing the time, t, in terms of z, the conservation laws of the preced

ing sections may be blended into a single homogeneous partial differential equation. 
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Begin by combining the relations for phase-space density and mass conser

vation. From Eqs. 1.9 and 1.10, the divergence of the velocity is related to the 

gradient of the potential by 

V.v= k~V'.V¢. (1.11) 

Recalling that v' = v - Vbez, the right hand side of this last expression may be 

written 

q I q ( 8¢) kT v . V ¢ = kT v. V ¢ - Vb 8z . 

Thus, the energy conserving relation, Eq. 1.5, can be combined with 1.11 to yield 

(1.12) 

Parameterizing the time in terms of the z coordinate, the velocity is related 

to the potential through the integral relations: 

r q 8¢ dz 
Vx = V xo - Jo mb 8x V

z 

1: q 8¢dz 
Vy = Vyo - ---

o mb 8y v: 
(1.13) 

1: q 8¢ dz 
v~=v~o- ---

~ ~ 0 mb 8z v: 

Thus, the divergence of the velocity can also be written it terms of the potential. 

(1.14) 

With the result, 1.14, Eq. 1.12 can be fully expressed in terms of the potential and 

the z-component of velocity. Recall that the terms in Eq. 1.12 containing xo and 

Yo are evaluated in the plane z = O. Then, noting that v: varies at most weakly 
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along the z-axis, so that 8vz /8z ~ 0, substituting 1.14 into 1.12 and partially 

differentiating with respect to z produces: 

(1.15 ) 

Equation 1.15 can be simplified by analyzing some of the derivatives. It is 

expected that ions along the periphery of the beam will experience the largest ac

celeration and display the trajectories of greatest curvature. If the beam were uni

form, the ions' velocities would increase at a linear rate t '" z/vz • The trajectories 

would then vary roughly as (z/v z )2. However, the beam density is not uniform and, 

at any point within the distribution, decreases in the positive z-direction. More

over, at typical beam velocities, the contribution from terms containing (z/v z )2 

will be small relative to a peripheral ion's transverse coordinate and the trajectory 

will therefore possess very little curvature. That is, the trajectories of greatest 

curvature are anticipated to be nearly linear. Consequently, the initial positions, 

xo(z) and yo(z), should not vary strongly with z, and, in particular, should display 

little curvature; so /82xo/8z 2/ '" /82Yo/8z2/ ~ O. Moreover, assuming the initial 

points display only a weak linear dependence on z, the terms involving products 

of derivatives, vz(8xo/8z)2 '" vz (8Yo/8z)2 '" vz(8xo/8z)(8Yo/8z) ~ (v z - Vb), are 

also negligible. Thus, Eq. 1.15 is reducible to 

(1.16) 

As stated earlier, the quantity (v z - Vb) is simply the thermal velocity of the 

ion when it was in the source. After extraction, (v z - Vb) is always positive; for a 

particle accelerated by a conservative field to an ultimate velocity with a component 
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that is parallel to, and in the same direction as the acting force, cannot possess a 

kinetic energy less than the accelerating potential. Restated, if qUe is the extraction 

energy, then the minimum longitudinal velocity of a beam ion is Vb = V2qUe /mb. 

Taking the value of the thermal velocity to be the most probable velocity of the 

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, v2kT/mb, and rearranging terms, Eq. 1.16 is 

simply 

Observing that the quantity in parenthesis is never less than unity, it is permissible 

to define a new parameter, 1]2 = (1 + Vz V2mb/ kT) > o. The equation to be solved 

thereby assumes a simple form: 

(1.17) 

Equation 1.17 is the drift equation. It incorporates energy, mass, and phase

space density conservation to describe the expansion of a collisionless positive ion 

beam in an electron-free region of space. 

1.6. Solution to the drift equation 

Equation 1.17 is solvable by the method of separation of variables. Two classes of 

solution emerge: sinusoids and exponentials. The appropriate choice of functions 

within each class derives from the geometric symmetry of the beam. Boundary con

ditions for the potential then impose requirements on the combinations of functions 

utilized in the construction of the final solution. 

Clearly, the density must have similar functional dependence in both the x 

and y directions, and must display even parity with respect to these coordinates. 

The ion concentration must also possess a smooth, well-defined maximum at any 

point along the beam's axis. A cusp in the particle density would not represent 

a physical situation. Exponential functions cannot satisfy these criteria; so, the 
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solution in the x-y plane is a combination of sinusoids. Of this class of solution, 

parity considerations demand the use of cosines, and preclude the appearance of 

the sine function. 

Because each term in Eq. 1.17 is positive, the selection of two sinusoidal func

tions in the x and y directions forces the solution in z to be exponential. Since 

no particles are created outside of the source, the axial density cannot increase, 

and the ion concentration along the beam's axis must decay exponentially with 

increasing z. 

In fulfilling these physical requirements, the solution to Eq. 1.17 becomes an 

exponentially decaying two-dimensional Fourier series: 

00 

¢>(x,y,z) = -¢>o + L amnCOS(anX)COS(,Bmy)e-~: 
m,n=O 

(2n + 1)71" 
an = ')L 

- x 

,B 
- (2m + 1)71" 

m - 2L 
y 

(1.18) 

where ¢>o is the value of the sum at the origin, and Lx and Ly are the distances 

along each coordinate axis from the center of the beam to the conducting wall. The 

coefficients an and,Bm are constructed such that the series vanishes at the chamber 

wall, thereby enforcing the boundary requirement of constant potential. 

The solution is constrained by the requirement that the potential satisfy Pois

son's equation, which in SI units is given by: 

V2¢>(X, y, z) = -.!Ln(x, y, z) 
Eo 

From Eq. 1.17, the Laplacian of the potential can be expressed in terms of the 

second partial derivative with respect to z. 
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Using the solution for ¢ (Eq. 1.18), and combining this last result with Poisson's 

equation yields an expression for the density. 

(1.19) 

Determining the coefficients, amn, from Eq. 1.19 produces a solution that simulta

neously satisfies the previous conservation laws and Poisson's equation. 

In the plane z = 0, the ion density is nba when Ixl ::; w/2 and Iyl ::; h/2, and 

zero elsewhere. Evaluation of the coefficients, amn , over this region is straightfor

ward, and presented in Appendix A. The values are: 

q 64 sin (,am ~) sin (Qn T) 

a
mn 

= nba fa 11"4 (2n + 1)(2m + 1) [ e~;l r + e~;l r] (1.20) 

Equations 1.18 an 1.19 with coefficients 1.20 completely describe the density 

and potential of the positive ion distribution at every point in the drift region. 

1. 7. Densities and potentials in the drift region 

Equations 1.18 and 1.19 were evaluated for 50, 100 and 500 keV ion beams. It was 

found that each of these beams ultimately relaxed into a near Gaussian profile, with 

the higher energy beams relaxing after traversing greater longitudinal distances. 

This latter behavior arises from the energy dependence of TJ in the exponential 

term. With V z ~ Vb = ../2qUe /mb, and the energies expressed in electron volts, 

the defining relation for TJ becomes TJ ~ VI + 2../Ue/kT. Thus, at higher beam 

energies, "fnm/TJ becomes smaller and z must be larger to induce the same density 

profile. The altering of the basic beam shape to a profile of greater symmetry is 
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anticipated, as the system is expected to evolve into a configuration of minimum 

potential energy. 

In the figures that follow, the densities and potentials have been normalized 

to unity at the origin of coordinates. Relative volumes encompassed by the 3-

dimensional density surfaces are constant, and the number of particles conserved. 

Figure 1.2 displays the uniform density at the entrance to the drift region. The 

aperture has a height of 1.5 cm, and a width of 0.5 cm for a 3: 1 aspect ratio. In 

the plane z = 0, the density is energy independent; so Fig. 1.2 applies to all beams 

emerging from extraction systems with this geometry. The corresponding potential 

appears in Figs. 1.3 and 1.11. 

Figures 1.4 and 1.5 illustrate the evolution of a 100 keY beam as it progresses 

towards the beam line. At 10 cm, the profile still presents a recognizable aspect 

ratio, but the beam has nearly doubled in cross-section and the corners of the rect

angle have become rounded. At 25 cm, the beam has assumed a highly symmetric 

profile, and all traces of the original 3: 1 aspect ratio have disappeared. 

The tendency of a beam to relax into a particular shape is quite strong. In 

fact, the initial aspect ratio appears to have essentially no effect on the beam's 

ultimate configuration. After traveling 25 cm, the topology of the density surface 

for an initially thin beam, Fig. 1.6, is essentially identical to that of an initially 

square beam, Fig. 1.7. 

Calculating cross-sections along the x-axis (Figs. 1.8 and 1.9) suggests that 

between the points of half-maximum, the density profile is very well approximated 

by a Gaussian curve, with the Gaussian decaying much faster near the edges than 

the curve calculated from Eq. 1.19. Comparison of the 3-dimensional Gaussian plot 

in Fig. 1.10 to the predicted surface in Fig. 1.5 illustrates the degree to which the 

beam may be expected to approach the Gaussian shape. 

Potentials arising from the above charge distributions are also highly symmet

rIC. The potential of the 1.5 cm x 0.5 cm beam at z = 0 is shown in Fig. 1.11. 

Despite the well-defined rectangular shape of the beam in this plane, the potential 

displays a remarkable degree of cylindrical symmetry. Moreover, although slightly 

diminished in magnitude, the shape of the potential differs insignificantly from the 
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potential at z = 25 cm, Fig. 1.12. As indicated in Fig. 1.15, the curvature of the 

potential is well fit by an exponential function, but is not well approximated by a 

parabolic curve. 

Before concluding this chapter, one should be reminded that the effects de

scribed above are those predicted for an un neutralized beam. Beams of rectangular 

cross-section do exist. However, as demonstrated here, the successful creation of 

a high-aspect ratio beam is contingent upon introducing the extracted ions to a 

space-charge neutralizing environment before the ion ensemble has had sufficient 

time to evolve into a configuration of greater cylindrical symmetry, and lower po

tential energy. 
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Figure 1.2. Uniform density profile in the plane z = O. Due to the energy 
independence of the distribution in this plane, this profile applies to all beams 
emerging from an aperture 1.5 cm high and 0.5 cm wide. 
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displays significant broadening, but still retains a recognizable aspect ratio. 
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cm, a thin beam with an initial aspect ratio of 10:1 (1.0 cm X 0.1 cm) has assumed 
a shape essentially identical to beams originating from wider, shorter apertures. 
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Figure 1.8. 50 keY beam, 10 cm from the emission aperture. Curve-fitting a 
Gaussian along a single coordinate axis produces very good agreement between 
the points of half-maximum. 
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100 keY beam 25 cm from the emission aperture. Compare to Fig. 1.5. 
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Figure 1.12. Potential at Z = 25 em for a 100 keV beam emitted from a 1.5 X 
0.5 em aperture. 
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Figure 1.13. Potential at z = 25 em for a 100 keV beam with an initial 10:1 
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Figure 1.14. Potential at z = 25 cm for a 100 keY beam with an initial 1:1 
aspect ratio. 
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the potential is well approximated by an exponential function, but is not well 
described by a quadratic relation. 
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CHAPTER 2 

The Beam Plasma 

High-energy beam ions propagating down the beam line continuously liberate elec

trons and create slow-ions through collisions with residual gas molecules. This pro

cess generates a space-charge neutralizing electron cloud that screens the Coulomb 

force of the ions and arrests further beam divergence. The resulting beam plasma 

is comprised of three types of charge carriers: beam ions, slow residual gas ions, 

and electrons confined by the beam's net positive potential. In this chapter, a self

consistent description of the beam plasma is formulated. Initially, the potential 

distribution is treated as known, and the charge densities found as functions of this 

potential. Charge is conserved to determine the slow-ion density, while the electron 

density is obtained from solutions of the Fokker-Planck and velocity-space diffusion 

equations. Energy balance between the beam ions and the electron cloud is then 

considered to determine the electron temperature. The self-consistent description 

is completed by requiring the densities to satisfy Poisson's equation. This results 

in a non-linear partial integro-differential equation requiring numerical solution. 

A technique for solving this equation is developed in Chapter 3. 

2.1. The electron density 

Unlike ions comprising the collisionless beam in the drift region, electrons in the 

beam plasma continuously experience energy and momentum transferring events. 

Free electrons surrounding the beam absorb energy from the beam ions, thermalize, 

and eventually evaporate from the beam as random collisions excite them to energy 

levels in excess of the beam potential. As these electrons escape, they are replaced 

by newly created electrons, born with near zero velocity.6,7 In terms of the velocity

space distribution, there is a sharp peak at low velocities and a truncation velocity 

at the beam potential above which there are no electrons (Fig. 2.1). This situation 

leads to a steady-state system of time invariant charge density; however, the system 
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is not in equilibrium. To determine the phase-space distribution function, and 

hence the configuratlon-space density, the full Boltzmann equation, 1.6, must be 

used. In general, this equation is difficult to solve, but it can often be transformed 

into the Fokker-Planck equation which is sometimes simpler to treat. Rosenbluth, 

et al., have derived the Fokker-Planck equation for particles interacting through 

an inverse square force law.s Assuming an isotropic distribution, their result can 

be expressed in spherical coordinates, and is given by: 

where, for scattering centers of mass mi, with distributions Ii, 

The Debye length is denoted Ad, and J.L and u are the reduced mass and center of 

mass velocity, respectively, for the scatterers. 

In general, it is impossible to solve Eq. 2.1 analytically. However, as can be 

shown by direct substitution, the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function is a 

stationary state of Eq. 2.1. Thus, it is possible to separate the distribution into 

a linear combination of the time independent Maxwellian, and a perturbation de

scribing the effects of electron creation. Experiments by Rudd and Jorgensen,6 and 

theoretical work by Gryzinski,7 have established that the majority of newly created 

electrons are born with small velocities. Once accelerated by scattering events, they 

are rapidly absorbed into the Maxwellian distribution and are no longer part of the 

perturbation. Thus, the perturbation may be considered as comprising an immobile 
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ensemble of electrons with a density that is proportional to the creation rate at the 

point of interest, one(x, y) = nnb(x, Y)VbO'iOt. This perturbation is maintained by 

steady-state processes, but is established during the transient equilibration time 

after the electron cloud has been formed, but prior to the onset of the steady

state. An estimate of the upper limit to this relaxation time, ot, is presented in 

Appendix B. There, it is shown that ot scales approximately as 107 /ne. Typical 

values of the perturbation parameters are n '" 1018 m-3 (residual gas density for 

a beam line pressure of approximately 10-6 Torr), nb rv ne (beam and electron 

densities), (Ji rv 10-21 m2 (cross-section for ionization), and Vb '" 105 m/s (beam 

velocity). These values produce an order of magnitude estimate, One'" 109 m-3 • 

This is negligible compared to typical values of the electron density, ne '" 1012_1014 

m -3. Thus, for the density calculation, the electron ensemble will be considered a 

truncated Maxwellian, and the perturbation ignored. 

For stationary-states, the equilibrium Boltzmann equation is applicable, and 

for the Maxwellian velocity distribution, the corresponding density function, deriv

able from Eq. 1.7, is the standard Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for a system in 

a conservative energy field. Properly normalized to account for the spatial depen

dence of the truncation velocity it takes the form 

(2.2) 

where V = V2q(c/>o + c/>(x,y))/me and Vmax = v2qc/>o/me are the truncation veloc

ities at (x, y) and (0,0), respectively. The potential is defined to be zero along the 

beam axis, decreasing to a minimum, -c/>o, at the walls. 

As shown in Appendix B, both the numerator and denominator can be inte

grated in two separate ways; yielding functionally different, but equivalent results. 

ne(x, y) 
- (2.3) 
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Figure 2.1. Perturbed Maxwellian electron distribution. There is spike at low 
velocities due to newly created electrons. The high-energy tail is truncated at 

V = v2q¢o/me by the finite beam potential. 
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(2.4) 

Equation 2.3 is useful in verifying the asymptotic behavior of the distribution, while 

2.4 is valuable in generating a more convenient function approximating the density. 

Consider first the limiting case of infinite plasma potential, ¢o -l- 00. This 

corresponds to a fully confined system. From Eq. 2.3, in this limit, the standard 

Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is recovered. 
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confined and the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is recovered. 
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By inspection of Eq. 2.3, it is also evident that as cP -t -CPo, the electron density 

vanishes, as it must since the potential approaches this limit far from the beam's 

axis where carriers are nonexistent. 

Observe that these two limiting properties are also manifest in Eq. 2.4, even 

when the integrals in the numerator and denominator are both neglected. More

over, the error functions of square roots vary slowly with their arguments, and 

the ratio erf( v' q( CPo + cp)/ kT)/ erf( J qcpo/ kT) is a slowly varying function of order 

unity. This suggests the use of an approximation free of the complicated error func

tion. Neglecting the integrals, and cancelling the error functions, Eq. 2.4 assumes 

the much simpler form: 

(2.5) 
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Figure 2.3. Slow-ions, created with low velocity at the point (xo, Yo), move ra
dially outward along electric field lines and contribute to the particle flux through 
a surface at (x,y). The slow-ion density at the point (x,y) is found by inte
grating the contributions from all volumetric elements with trajectories passing 
through the point, (x, y). 
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Comparison of the plots in Fig. 2.2 graphically illustrates the close agreement 

between approximation 2.5 and Eqs. 2.3 - 2.4. 

It remains to determine neo , the electron density along the axis of the beam. 

However, this requires additional information and will be deferred until the relation 

describing the slow-ion density has been obtained. 

2.2. Slow-ion density 

Residual gas molecules, continuously ionized by Coulomb interactions with beam 

ions, become slow, low energy ions that give rise to a constant positively charged 

particle flux emanating from the beam. To determine the density of these slow-ions 

at any point in space, a differential form of the continuity equation is employed to 

conserve mass. 

As depicted in Fig. 2.3, slow-ions created at (xo,yo) are expelled outward. 

Since the thermal energy of the residual gas is small ('" 25 me V) compared to the 
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energy of slow-ions falling through the potential well (I'V 1-100 e V), slow-ion motion 

may be considered field dominated. These ions will then follow a trajectory, f(x), 

that traces the electric field lines from the point of ion creation to final expulsion 

from the beam. Along this trajectory, they contribute to the particle flux through 

any surface parallel to the y-z plane. To conserve this slow-ion flux, the creation 

rate of slow-ions at (xo,Yo) is related to the flux at (x,y), through the equation of 

continuity. 

(2.6) 

at is the total cross-section for charge exchange and ionization, Vb is the beam 

velocity, and V = V2q(¢(xo,yo) - ¢(x,y))/mj is the slow-ion velocity produced 

from acceleration by the electric field. From the simple geometry, dy = dyo, and 

from elementary calculus, cosO = dx/Vdx2 + dy2. Thus, if y = f(x) is a known 

trajectory, the slow-ion density can be found by integrating Eq. 2.6 over all points 

(xo,f(xo)),xo ~ x, with trajectories passing through the point (x,y). Solving for 

dni and integrating yields 

The shape of the potential well can be inferred from Eq. 2.7. Along the beam's 

axis, the slow-ion density must be non-vanishing and finite. It is shown in Ap

pendix B that the only potential consistent with a finite axial slow-ion density is 

parabolic. With this form of the potential, the axial density is determined to be 

(2.8) 

where r ° is a characteristic length scale for the potential. In general, r ° is unknown, 

but may be found from the charge neutrality condition, neo = nio + nbo. 
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2.3. neo, ¢o, and kT 

Equation 2.5 is the preferred representation of the electron density. However, neo, 

¢lo, and kT remain undetermined. To calculate these quantities, it is necessary 

to derive an expression for the electron density that is valid only in the very 

close vicinity of the beam's central axis. In this section, the electron density in 

configuration-space is calculated by solving the velocity-space diffusion equation. 

In cylindrical coordinates, this equation assumes a form that is soluble by direct 

integration. Cylindrically symmetric forms of the ion density and potential are 

therefore assumed. In generating these symmetric functions, two new parame

ters are introduced which are ultimately used to produce algebraic equations that 

uniquely determine the value of neo, ¢lo, and the electron temperature kT. The 

basic approach, similar to that proposed by Holmes in his study of a cylindrical 

ion beam,9 is valid because, as shown in Chapter 1, in the limit of vanishing x and 

y, the ion density possesses a high degree of cylindrical symmetry. 

Along the axis, the beam ion density will be assumed to be a simple Gaussian 

profile with a characteristic dimension roo 

(2.9) 

Regarding the potential, it is demonstrated in Appendix B that along the cen

tral axis of the beam, the only form of the potential yielding physically realizable 

results for the slow-ion density is parabolic. However, in the subsequent develop

ment, the use of a simple parabolic potential leads to intractable expressions for the 

sought variables. Recalling that throughout this particular analysis the domain of 

the functions is tightly constricted about the beam's axis (rlro ~ 1), the potential 

will be assumed to be exponential. 

(2.10) 

This relation will be rigorously true in the limit of vanishing r. 
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In the steady-state, newly created electrons must diffuse outward against the 

confining potential and eventually evaporate from the plasma. As an electron 

migrates further from the axis, the depth of the potential well diminishes, and 

the increment of velocity needed to escape is reduced. In this way, the scalar 

potential uniquely couples the velocity-space and configuration-space coordinates. 

In particular, if vCr) is the escape velocity at the point r, then the isomorphic 

transformation mapping the two spaces is v = J2q( ¢o + ¢( r) / me. Utilizing this 

fact, the densities in each of the coordinate systems can be related. 

Let nv( v) be the number of electrons with velocities between v and v + dv 

and ne(r) be the number of electrons between r and r + dr. Then, in cylindrical 

coordinates, 

The coordinate transformation is such that increasing v corresponds to decreasing 

r. Thus, the derivatives dr / dv and dv / dr are inherently negative. Inserting a minus 

sign to maintain a positive density, nv is related to ne by 

r dr 
nv = -ne-;; dv' 

Diffusion in velocity-space is governed by the equation 

onv 7ft = V . (Dv Vnv) 

D - (O.97q4 lnA J m ) 
v - ne 

27l'€~m2 2kT 

== Cne 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 

The diffusion coefficient, D v , is the velocity dispersion coefficient calculated by 

Spitzer10 for an electron gas. The term A, is a characteristic value of a plasma, 

defined as the ratio of the Debye length to the two-body impact parameter. Its 
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precise value depends on the density and temperature of the electrons, with In A 

ranging in value from about 6 to 35. Conventionally, In A is taken to be 10. 

The time derivative of the electron density in real space is equal to the electron 

creation rate. If n is the residual gas density, and (J'j the cross-section for ionization, 

the time derivative of ne can be expressed in terms of the collision rate between 

gas molecules and beam ions. 

Thus, the time derivative of nv may be written 

(2.13) 

Using Eq. 2.13 for the time derivative of nv , and expanding the divergence 

term in cylindrical coordinates, the diffusion relation, Eq. 2.12, for a beam with 

axial and azimuthal symmetry becomes 

-- vDv-- = -nnb(J'jVb--· 1 d (dnv ) r dr 
v dv dv v dv 

(2.14) 

Rearranging terms, Eq. 2.14 can be immediately integrated to yield 

(2.15) 

where the diffusion coefficient has been replaced by its functional value, and Eq. 2.9 

has been used for the beam ion density. Both ne and nb vanish at large r; so the 

constant of integration, Cl, is zero. 

Equation 2.11 also provides ne in terms of nv which permits Eq. 2.15 to be 

rewritten as 

C 
2 dv dnv nO'ivbr~nbo _( ..!:..)2 

V n --- = - e ro r v dr dv 2 . 
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Using, 

(2.16) 

and rearranging the differentials, the velocity-space diffusion relation is again in

tegrable. 

Performing the integration yields an expression in n~. 

(2.17) 

Again, the density must vanish at larger r, and it may be concluded that 0 ::::; (32 < 1, 

and C2 = o. 
Employing Eqs. 2.11 and 2.16, and using the value of C from Eq. 2.12, Eq. 2.17 

can be rewritten to obtain the final expression for the electron density. 

(2.18) 

To determine the value of the unknown parameter (32, an equation, or system 

of equations with a unique solution must be derived. Since this parameter appears 

only in expressions for the electron density, ion density, and potential, a relation

ship involving these quantities must be developed. To accomplish this, the energy 

balance of the beam/electron system shall be explored. 

Propagating down the beam line, the beam ions transport kinetic energy into 

every volumetric element of the beam. A portion of this energy is continuously 
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imparted to the electron cloud. Under steady-state conditions, this energy is then 

removed from the electron distribution by high-energy electrons evaporating from 

the beam. These escaping particles carry away essentially no kinetic energy, for 

they escape just as they have attained the escape velocity. Thus, the rate of energy 

absorption into the electron distribution must equal the rate at which electrons 

surrender kinetic energy to the electric field. Energy transfer may therefore be 

considered a three-step process. At any point in the beam, energetic beam ions 

interact through the Coulomb force to excite electrons to higher energy states. 

These excited electrons then expand outward, storing energy in the beam's electric 

field. This stored energy is then returned to the distribution through collisions that 

accelerate some electrons towards the high-energy tail of the distribution, and is 

ultimately lost to electrons attaining the truncation energy. 

In any given volume element within the beam, it will be assumed that the 

imparted beam energy is shared uniformly among the electrons. The rate of energy 

absorption must equal the rate at which the excited electrons expend kinetic energy 

advancing against the electric field. Denoting the electron potential energy per unit 

volume by U, the rate at which electrons at the point r surrender kinetic energy 

to the field is given by 

(2.19) 

where Eq. 2.10 was used to obtain the last line, and Ve is a characteristic velocity. 

At every point within the beam, newly created electrons displace Maxwellian 

electrons in such a way that the density, ne(r), is constant in time. The fractional 

creation rate of electrons, defined to be the rate of creation at r divided by the 

number density at r, provides a characteristic time scale for the motion of elec

trons emanating from a given point inside the beam. Thus, if some length scale, 

r 0 for example, could be ascribed to the system, then electron motion could be 

characterized by a velocity 
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The actual value of Ve is unimportant. For the energy balance analysis, the critical 

feature is that Ve scales as nb/ne' Substituting this value of the characteristic 

velocity into Eq. 2.19 produces 

(2.20) 

In the steady-state, dU / dt must equal the rate at which the field loses energy 

to evaporating electrons. Let r' = r + Dr, where 0 < Dr ~ 1. If a is the total 

fraction of the beam's kinetic energy absorbed by the distribution at r, and dE(r') 

is the newly acquired electron kinetic energy per unit area at r', then conservation 

of energy flux requires 

Cancelling common factors and rearranging terms, 

Now, the derivative, dE/dr, is the kinetic energy per unit volume absorbed from 

the beam by the electron distribution. Multiplying this term by the characteristic 

time scale yields a quantity that must be proportional to dU / dt. Let a' be the new 

scaling factor that ensures equality between the energy balance relations. 

(2.21) 
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If Eqs. 2.20 and 2.21 are equal, then their functional dependencies must be the 

same. In particular, the values of the exponents must be equal. Equating these 

exponents, the value of the sought parameter is obtained. 

(2.22) 

With the value of 132 known, it is now possible to relate the electron temper

ature to the beam potential, ¢o. Since the velocity distribution is Maxwellian, the 

number of electrons with escape velocities in a velocity-space volume about the 

point v is given by a function of the form: 

Choosing the escape velocity v = V2q(¢o + ¢(r))/me, which in the cylindrically 

symmetric approximation is v = v2q¢o/me exp( -(1/2)f32(r/ro)2), the function f 
may be written 

_9..!P..R..{32(...!:..)2 f( r) = N e k7' ro. 

This expression must equal the value of nv from Eq. 2.17. In particular, the expo

nents must be equal. 

Setting 132 = 1/3, the electron temperature is immediately obtained. 

kT = q¢o (2.23) 
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Although this value of the electron temperature was acquired along the axis of 

the beam, it is valid throughout the electron distribution, for there are no temper

ature gradients. This fact derives from a theorem of kinetic theory that states an 

equilibrated system in a conservative force field displays a uniform temperature. 5 

Finally, to complete the description of the beam plasma near the central axis, 

axial charge neutrality will be invoked to determine the beam potential. Referring 

to Eqs. 2.8 and 2.18, the charge neutrality condition, neo = nio + nbo, may be 

expressed 

At beam line pressures below about 0.1 mT, the residual gas density is sufficiently 

low that the term involving n on the right hand side is small compared to unity, 

and neo ~ nbo. Substituting the known values for /32 and kT, the beam potential 

is found to be 

(2.24) 

With the inclusion of the beam potential, ¢Yo, all parameters necessary for a 

complete description of the beam have been determined. 

2.4. The beam plasma equation 

Each of the densities is a function of the unknown potential ¢Y( x, y). To complete the 

self-consistent picture of the beam plasma, these densities must satisfy Poisson's 

equation: 

(2.25) 

with the densities given by 
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(
¢o + ¢) ~ 

n(x,y) =neo ¢o e k7' 

where Zo is the length of the drift region. 

Poisson's equation, together with these densities, comprises the beam plasma 

equation. Neither the slow-ion trajectory, f(x), nor ¢(x,y) are known. However, 

f(x) is assumed to trace the gradient of ¢ and the differential equation is not 

under-determined. Still, a single solution is not adequate and a relaxation routine 

must be incorporated into the numerical algorithm. A method for this solution is 

developed in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER 3 

Solution to Poisson's Equation 
U sing Chebyshev Polynomials 
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The beam plasma equation (Eq. 2.25) is a non-linear partial integra-differential 

equation requiring a numerical solution. Conventional approaches typically involve 

finite element or difference techniques. While these methods provide dependable 

results, they have the disadvantage of generating only an array of data points for 

each solution, and provide no analytic result. In contrast, as will be demonstrated 

in this chapter, expanding Eq. 2.25 in a series of complete orthogonal functions 

permits the partial differential equation to be reduced to a system of linear algebraic 

equations which, when solved, provides the coefficients of an analytic approximation 

to the solution. In general, this approach produces faster numerical algorithms, but 

the convergence properties of the expanded series may limit its utility for rapidly 

varying or otherwise badly behaved functions. For an ion beam, the densities 

and potentials are expected to be continuous and monotonic; therefore, Eq. 2.25 

is especially well-suited for expansion. Chebyshev polynomials form a complete 

orthogonal set on the closed interval [_1,1],11.12 and were selected as the basis set 

for expansion due to the simple recursion relations between the functions and their 

derivatives. The fundamental properties of Chebyshev polynomials are developed 

in Appendix C. 

3.1. Formulation of a general solution 

In its most general form, the two-dimensional Poisson equation is given by 

If the functions ¢ and f are bounded and form piecewise smooth surfaces over 

the domain of x and y, then each function may be expanded as the product of 
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series of orthogonal basis functions. 12 Denoting the Chebyshev polynomials by Ti, 

the Chebyshev expansions of the functions are written: 

00 00 

¢(x,y) = 2:' aiTi(x) 2:' bjTj(Y) 
i=O j=O 

00 00 

f(x,y) = 2:' CiTi(X) 2:' djTj(Y) 
i=O j=O 

(x, y) E [-1, 1J 

The domain of x and y is restricted to the clo!'led interval [-1, 1 J by the relations 

defining the Chebyshev polynomials. This constraint does not, however, limit the 

domain of the functions to be expanded. As shown in Appendix C, a function 

defined on a domain of arbitrary dimension may be redefined on the closed interval 

[-l,lJ through a simple isomorphic mapping. The primes appearing above each 

sigma in the above relations indicate that the first coefficient of each series is to be 

multiplied by 1/2. 

Chebyshev polynomials belong to a larger class of functions, the ultraspherical 

polynomials, with well-established uniform convergence properties,u Of this class 

of functions, which includes the Legendre polynomials, the Chebyshev polynomials 

display the strongest uniform convergence and uniformly minimize the maximum 

truncation error,u,12 Thus, the infinite series may be approximated to any degree 

of precision by choosing a sufficiently large n and terminating the series after n + 1 

terms. The upper index of the truncated sum, n, is defined to be the order of the 

Chebyshev expansion, and the expansion set of order n is defined as {Ti E Q: I i = 

0,1,2, ... , n}, where Q: is the set of all Chebyshev polynomials. In all subsequent 

discussions, the finite Chebyshev series will be used. 

Interchanging the order of summation, and combining the coefficients into the 

form of a second-rank tensor, the expansions become 

n 

¢(x,y) = 2:' gijTi(X)Tj(Y), 
i,j=O 
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n 

f(x,y) = 2:' fijTi(X)Tj(Y), 
i,j=O 

where the prime now indicates that all terms involving a zero index are to be halved. 

Insertion into Poisson's equation then yields: 

n n n 

2:' 9ijTf'(x)Tj(Y) + 2:' 9ijTi(X)Tj'(y) = 2:' fijTi(X)Tj(Y)· (3.1) 
i,j=O i,j=O i,j=O 

If Eq. 3.1 is to be beneficial, the derivative terms must be re-expressed in terms 

of the basis functions so that the coefficients may be compared and the functional 

dependencies ultimately eliminated. Here the utility of the Chebyshev polynomials 

becomes evident. In Appendix C, Eq. C.19 relates the coefficients of the function 

to the coefficients of the derivative expanded in the basis set. 

The approach to a general solution is thus begun by choosing an expansion 

variable, either x or y, and using Eq. C.19 to eliminate one of the differentiated 

terms. Due to the anticipated symmetry of the boundary conditions and of the 

solution, the beam plasma equation should contain no latent preferred coordinate 

axis and y will be arbitrarily selected as the first variable of expansion. Retaining 

the notation of Appendix C, {9il} will denote the set of expansion coefficients 

for the second partial derivative of ¢ with respect to y. With these conventions, 

Poisson's equation becomes 

n n n 

2:' 9ijTf'(x)Tj(Y) + 2:' 9ilTi(X)Tj(y) = 2:' fijTi(X)Tj(Y)· (3.2) 
i,j=O i,j=O i,j=O 

Poisson's equation is now formally expanded in terms of the basis-function set 

{Tj(Y)}, with functions of x as the expansion coefficients. The relationship between 

9jj and 9il follows directly from the definition of the latter. 

n n 

2:' 9ilTj(x)Tj (y) == 2:' 9ijTi(X)Tj'(y) (3.3) 
i,j=O i,j=O 

-------------------- -- --_ .. _---
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Simplifying the notation by summing the left hand side over i, equating coeffi

cients ofthe basis functions, {Ti(Y)}, reduces Eq. 3.2 to a set of ordinary differential 

equations: 

n 

g'j(x) + gJ*(x) = :L' fijTi(X) (3.4) 
i=O 

where, 

n n 

gj(x) = :L' gijTi(X) and gJ*(x) = :L' g;lTi(x). (3.5) 
i=O i=O 

Equations 3.5 are relations for the expansion coefficients of a function of y, 

and the second derivative of the function. Direct application of Eq. C.19 provides 

the two vector relations: 

g(x) = B(yo). g*(x) + 2e<f;(x, Yo) 

8¢/ g*(x) = B(yo). g**(x) + 2ea y Yo 

(3.6) 

Here, Yo is a point at which the y-boundary condition is defined. Inverting these 

relations and solving for g**(x), yields 

from which the relation between components is seen to be: 

The matrix B and the vector e are defined in Appendix C. 

----------
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The ordinary differential equation, 3.4 is now dependent solely on the set{9d. 

(3.9) 

To proceed further towards a solution, the left hand side of Eq. 3.9 must be 

expressed in terms of the basis set {Ti ( X ) }. The boundary relations follow directly 

from the expansion of ¢>. 

n 

¢>(x,Yo) = I:' 9iiTi(X)Ti(Yo) 
i,i 

(3.10) 

Expansion of the derivative function 9'1 requires an interim procedure. Introducing 

a new tensor hi;, the second derivative can be expanded. 

n n 

9j'(X) = 2:' 9iiTf'(x) = 2:' hiiTi(x) (3.11) 
i=O i=O 

Repeating the process leading to Eq. 3.8, the expression relating hi}' to 9ii is found 

to be 

n 

hij" = I: B;;.2(xo)9kj - 2Bir/(xo)gj(xo) - 2Bii/(xo)gj(xo). (3.12) 
k=O 

With this expression for the coefficients, substitution of Eqs. 3.10 and 3.12 into 

Eq. 3.9 and equating coefficients of the basis functions {Ti(X)}, produces a system 

of n + 1 linear algebraic equations devoid of x and Y dependence. 
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n 

L Bii/(xo)9kj - 2Bir/(xo)gj(xo) - 2Bii/(xo)gj(xo) 
k=O 

(3.13) 

Now, B is a known, non-singular matrix defined in Appendix C. Moreover, 

gj(xo), gj(xo), and the last two sums in the second line of Eq. 3.13 are all known 

from the boundary conditions. Further, the function, f(x, y), defining fij will be 

assumed known; so, Eq. 3.13 may be recast as a matrix relation involving the 

sought matrix g and other known constant matrices. 

B-2(xo) • g + g. [B- 2(yo)] T + IBg(xo) + IBgl(xo) + 2Bg(yo) + 2Bgl(YO) = f 

(3.14) 

Equation 3.14 is the general form of the solution to Poisson's equation in two

dimensions. Except in the uncommon case in which g commutes with either B-2 

or its transpose [B-2f, Eq. 3.14 cannot be solved analytically for g. However, 

since g is the only unknown, the equation is soluble by iteration. 

3.2. Formulation of a particular solution 

Judicious choice of the unsealed coordinate system and of the zero point of the 

potential can greatly simplify Eq. 3.14. Placing the origin of coordinates at the 

center of the charge distribution (i.e., at the center of the beam), and defining 

the potential to be zero at the origin, the potential at any point in space may be 

expressed: 

(3.15) 
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where, N = cp(O,O) and <Po is the potential at some reference point at which 

cp(x, y) = O. With this definition for the potential, <P and cP both satisfy the same 

second-order partial differential equation. Moreover, two of the terms in Eq. 3.14 

vanish when the boundary condition cp(x, Yo) = cp(xo, y) = 0 is invoked. Addition

ally, if the reference surface is a grounded conductor, the surface charge density is 

zero and the normal component of the electric field vanishes. In this case, the two 

derivative containing terms in the general formulation also do not contribute and 

the equation to be solved is simplified to: 

(3.16) 

This is the equation describing the beam. At the beam's center the potential 

is set to zero, with the potential at the grounded conducting walls being -<Po. 

3.3. Solving the beam plasma equation 

Obtaining a solution to the beam plasma equation consists of expanding the equa

tion in a two-dimensional Chebyshev series, and solving Eq. 3.16 for g. However, 

before g can be found, the series representation of f( x, y) must be known. 

To determine the matrix, f, satisfying Poisson's equation, each term in the 

charge density is considered individually, with 

where, 

n 

ne(x, y) = I:' ajjTj{x)Tj(Y) 
j,j=O 

n 

nb(x,y) = I:' f3ijTj(x)Tj(Y) 
j,j=O 

n 

nj(x, y) = I:' "fijTj(x)Tj(Y)· 
i,j=O 

.---------- ---- .-------
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Then, from the definition of f, 

hj = frij - !3ij - lij 

If, for the moment, the density functions are assumed to be known, the ma

trix elements of Q, /3, and i could be calculated from the orthogonality relation, 

Eq. C.7. However, for computational purposes it is more convenient to compute the 

value of each function at a set of selected points. With the values of the functions 

known at each of these points, it is possible to create a system of linear equations 

relating a set of function values to a set of coefficients. Formally, this may be 

expressed as a vector equation, 

Ivai = T. I (3.17) 

where Ivai is a vector of values with each component corresponding to f(x) eval

uated at a different x. T is a matrix of Chebyshev polynomials, each row and 

column consisting of n + 1 entries. Rows contain the polynomials To, T1 , ••• ,Tn' 

evaluated at the same x, while each column has the same polynomial Tk evaluated 

at a different x. I is the unknown vector of coefficients. 

Solving Eq. 3.17 for I determines a set of coefficients, but this set is not 

unique and depends on the coordinate set {xd used to compute Ivai. Proper 

choice of evaluation points ensures the best uniform approximation on the interval 

of expansion. As shown, in Appendix C, the best uniform approximation of f 
occurs when f is evaluated at the extremal points Xk = cos[br In], k = 0,2, ... ,n. 

The procedure for determining the matrix elements frij and !3ij is straightfor

ward. Any domain of a two-dimensional function represented by a series of order n 

can be partitioned into an array of (n + 1) x (n + 1) extremal points. Determination 

of the coefficient matrices thus consists of evaluating the actual function at each 

point in the array and solving an (n + 1) x (n + 1) linear system of equations to 

determine the unknown coefficients of expansion. For two-dimensional systems, 
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the procedure is performed twice. In particular, for a and f3 the equations to be 

solved are: 

n 

ne(x,Yj) = 2::' G:k(x)Tk(Yj) 
k=O j = 0,1, ... ,n n 

nb(x,Yj) = 2::' G:k(x)Tk(Yj) 
k=o 

This determines the expansion coefficients of Tk(Y) as functions of x. Each of the 

coefficient functions is then expanded to find the coefficient matrix. 

n 

G:k(Xi) = 2::' G:'kT,(X;) 
1=0 

n i = 0,1, ... ,n 

Ih(x;) = 2::' (3lk T,(Xi) 
1=0 

Solving these last two systems of equations generates the matrices a and {3. 

In three-dimensions, the procedure is repeated a third time. However, before 

the coefficient matrix can be evaluated, the slow-ion density requires further ma

nipulation to eliminate the integral and produce a well-defined series representation 

in two-variables. 

From Sec. 2.2, the slow-ion density, after scaling the variables to the interval 

[-1,1], is given by: 

The integrand is a function of three variables (x, y, x o ), and, denoting this function 

by I, is formally represented by the expansion: 

n 

I(x, y, xo ) = 2::' IijkTj(x)Tj(y)Tk(x o ) 

i,j,k=O 
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Using this expression for the integrand permits the removal of x and y from the 

integration process and the slow-ion density may be written: 

As with the previous treatment of the two-dimensional expansion, the problem 

of determining the coefficients of expansion, Iijk, is begun by separating the various 

functional dependencies. Consider first the coefficients of the y basis functions, 

{Tj(Y)}· 

From Appendix C, the value of the integral is 

Tl(X) + To(x), 

t (T2 (x) - To(x)) , 

t [k~l Tk+l(X) - k':l Tk-tC X)] 

+( _l)k+l k2~1 To(x), 

if k = 0; 

if k = 1 

if k ~ 2. 

(3.18 

(3.19) 

Utilizing the expression for the product of two Chebyshev polynomials (Eq. C.4), 

the expansion coefficients 'Yj(x), become 
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Finally, after rearranging the terms with the index i (i.e., after grouping the coeffi

cients of each basis function Ti( x», the matrix of coefficients of the two-dimensional 

expansion is expressible as a sum over terms in the three-dimensional matrix I. 

1 1 
lij = 2 (IHI,j,O + Ii-l,j,O + 2Ii,j,0) + 8 (Ii+2,j,1 + Ii-2,j,1 - 2Ii,j,l) 

n { [ 
, 1 1 

+.2:: 4 k + 1 (Ii-k-I,j,k + Ii+k+l,j,k) 
k=2 

1 ( 1 k+1 Ii,j,k } - k _ 1 Ii-k+I,j,k + IHk-l,j,k) + (-1) k2 _ 1 (3.20) 

Determination of the elements Iijk now proceeds exactly as In the two

dimensional case. Solve 

n 

I(x, y, Xok) = .2::' I,(x, y)T,(Xok) 
1=0 

to obtain values of h(x, y). Solve 

n 

Ik(x,Yj) = .2::' Ij/(x)T'(Yj) 
1=0 

to obtain values of Ijk(x). Finally, solve 

n 

Ijk(xi) = .2::' Ijl(x)T,(xi) 
1=0 

to obtain the matrix elements Iijk. 

The density functions are now fully expanded, and the formal solution to the 

beam plasma equation is 

(3.21) 



where 

n 

N = 2:' IijTi(O)Tj(O), 
i,j=O 

n , 
iij = Qij - /3ij - 2: Iijk, 

k=O 

and the elements gij are found by iterating the relation 
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(3.22) 

Here, the scaling factor ql€o (q = 1.6 X 1O-19C, €o = 8.85 x 1O-12F 1m) is 

reintroduced to restore the standard 51 units. 

3.4. Numerical algorithm 

From Eqs. 1.19 and 2.25 it is seen that the beam ion density is independent of 

the potential and need only be calculated and expanded once. In contrast, the 

electron and slow-ion densities vary strongly with the potential and must be found 

self-consistently. 

The algorithm to be employed in the numerical analysis is simple. 

1. Calculate the beam ion density, nb, over an array of Chebyshev points, 

and solve for the matrix {3. 

2. Make an initial guess of the function, cp, and compute the potential over 

the array of extremal points. Use the values obtained to determine a, 

and ,. 

3. Use a, {3, and, to find g by iterating Eq. 3.22. 

4. With the new g, calculate a new cp. 
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until each element of g converges to the desired 

precIsion. 

6. Retain the final matrices a, {3, " and g for use in calculating n e , nb, ni, 

and cp. 
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From the construction of the coefficient matrices, the value of the potential or 

any density at a particular point in space is obtainable from an inner product of 

the form: 

¢>(x,y) =T(x).g.T(y). 

However, it is cumbersome to compute the values of2(n+ 1) Chebyshev poly

nomials for every desired data point. To accelerate the calculation, a variation of 

Clenshaw's recurrence formula was derived (Appendix D). 

(3.23) 

The values of YI and Y2 are found from the coefficients {Ii} by starting at the 

largest index, n, and reversing the recurrence of Eq. C.5 until both of the parameters 

have been obtained. Two-dimensional densities and potentials are then calculated 

from the product of functions computed with Eq. 3.23 and have the form: 

¢>(x,y) = h(x)h(Y) 

A C-program was written to implement the above algorithm and appears in 

Appendix E. The results of the numerical analysis follow in Chapter 4. 



CHAPTER 4 

Numerical Results 

and Analysis 
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The proposed algorithm of Section 3.4 was implemented using the C-routines ap

pearing in Appendix E. Charge density and potential profiles were calculated for 

a 100 keV beam at chamber pressures of 5 x 10-6 and 5 x 10-3 Torr. To amplify 

the space-charge effects under study, arsenic was chosen as the beam species for 

its large mass, and subsequent lower velocity (hence, greater beam ion density) 

at any given beam energy and current. The results are presented graphically in 

Figures 4.1 - 4.10. It is predicted that even for a high-aspect ratio beam, the 

potential will retain significant cylindrical symmetry, especially at points within 

the periphery. Moreover, as indicated by Eqs. 2.8, 2.18, and 2.24, the slow-ion 

and electron densities rise with increasing beam line pressure. Since, the slow-ions 

are expelled while the electrons are attracted towards the center of the beam, the 

theory predicts greater space-charge neutralization and reduced beam potentials 

at higher residual gas densities. 

4.1. Solution for g 

The beam equation in the form of Eq. 3.22 must be solved for the unknown matrix 

g. Since matrices do not, in general, commute, it is not always possible to obtain 

an explicit expression for g, and an iterative approach is required. 

Setting Xo = Yo = 1, corresponding to a vanishing potential and zero normal 

component of the electric field at the walls, Eq. 3.22 can be expanded to yield 

n n 

9ij = L (B2)il flj - L (B2g)il [B-2]~, (4.1) 
1=0 1=0 

where the scaling factor q/€o has been incorporated into the matrix f. As it stands, 

Eq. 4.1 appears as a simple linear equation with a unique solution. However, 
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the matrix B2g couples the elements of g, making each element dependent on 

some linear combination of the remaining elements. Given this complication, the 

approach to a solution is straightforward. Attempt an initial estimate of the matrix 

g, and solve Eq. 4.1 for each gij. Then, reconstruct the matrix using the new 

elements and repeat the process until the elements converge. 

Utilization of this technique was successful, but burdened by stability and 

convergence problems. It was found that unless the initial approximations to the 

f and g matrices were extremely good, large errors could accumulate and the 

iteration would diverge. To stabilize the system and ensure convergence, the new 

and previous elements of the matrices were compared. If they differed by a factor 

greater than 10 times the convergence tolerance, the new element was reduced by 

a factor of 100. Ultimately, convergence to five significant figures was attained for 

elements of g, with the final matrix then being used to calculate the potential and 

charge density profiles. 

4.2. 100 keY, 10 rnA arsenic beam 

Charge density and potential profiles calculated for a 100 keY, 10 rnA, arsenic 

beam are plotted in the accompanying figures. To demonstrate space-charge effects 

of a rectangular ion beam, the drift region length was set at 7.5 cm from an emission 

aperture 1.5 cm high and 0.5 cm wide. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 display the resulting 

normalized beam ion density. Defining the beam width as the distance between the 

points of half-maximum, the final cross-section is approximately 1.6 cm x 0.8 cm. 

This profile is assumed constant throughout the beam plasma, and is independent 

of beam line pressure. 

At a pressure of 5 x 10-6 Torr, the electron density assumes the profile pre

sented in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4. In performing this calculation, charge neutrality was 

initially demanded along the central axis. Then, as the system began to converge, 

this requirement was relaxed and the axial potential and densities determined self

consistently. It can be seen in Fig. 4.4 that along the beam axis, the electron density 

is predicted to be approximately 6% less than that of the beam ions. Moreover, the 
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slow-ions contribute nearly an additional 6% to the positive charge density. Thus, 

this beam is only partially neutralized, with a substantial net positive core. 

Within the beam, the resulting potential profile (Figs. 4.5 and 4.6) displays 

a well-defined aspect ratio, but possesses considerably more cylindrical symmetry 

than the charge density distributions. At the periphery, the potential presents the 

greatest asymmetry, decaying more slowly along the coordinate axes than along 

any of the diagonals in the x-y plane. Comparison to the potentials predicted 

for the unneutralized beams of Chapter 1 reveals that space-charge neutralization 

produces a broader, more slowly varying profile along the central axis, but also 

reduces the spatial extent of variations in the potential. The potential gradients 

are steeper near the periphery than in the unneutralized case; however, the electric 

field is weaker as the beam potential, 1>0' is more than an order of magnitude lower 

than the beam potential in the drift region. (Typical values for the potential, given 

a beam current", 10 rnA, range from 1>0 '" 103 V for an unscreened beam, to 

1>0 '" 10 - 102 V for the beam plasma.) 

Increasing the beam line pressure increases the scattering rate and enhances 

the production of electrons and slow-ions. Normalized to an axial beam ion density 

of uni ty, the carrier densities characterizing the 100 ke V, arsenic beam propagating 

through a beam line with a residual gas pressure of 5 x 10-3 Torr differ dramatically 

from the low-pressure calculation. In Fig. 4.7, the electron density possesses a max

imum approximately 1.7 times that of the beam ions, while the slow-ion density 

is nearly comparable. Again, the axial densities were determined self-consistently. 

In this case, however, the condition of axial charge-neutrality is satisfied, and the 

beam is more fully neutralized. The potential profile of Fig. 4.8, normalized to 

that of Fig. 4.5, essentially retains the previous shape, but with a beam potential, 

1>0' nearly two orders of magnitude below that of the low-pressure value. Varia

tions of the electrons and slow-ion densities with beam line pressure, as calculated 

from Eqs. 2.8, 2.24 and the ideal gas law, are presented in Fig. 4.9. The func

tional dependence of the slow-ion density on beam ion concentration is plotted in 

Fig. 4.10. 
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Coefficients X 10-5 

-376800 -19720 12130 -4967 230.7 1686 -1478 562 -56.52 

-20580 17470 -10750 4402 -204.4 -1494 1310 -498.1 50.09 

14440 -12260 7546 -3089 143.5 1049 -919.2 349.6 -35.15 

-7786 6613 -4069 1666 -77.36 -565.4 495.6 -188.5 18.95 

2411 -2048 1260 -515.8 23.96 175.1 -153.5 58.37 -5.870 

777.2 -660.0 406.1 -166.3 7.721 56.44 -49.47 18.81 -1.892 

-1829 1554 -955.9 391.4 -18.18 -132.8 116.4 -44.28 4.453 

1715 -1457 896.1 -366.9 17.04 124.5 -109.2 41.51 -4.175 

-761.5 646.7 -397.9 162.9 -7.565 -55.29 48.47 -18.43 1.854 

Table 4.1. Matrix of expansion coefficients for the normalized potential of a neutralized 
100 keY, 10 rnA, arsenic beam launched through a 7.5 cm drift region into a beam line with 
a background pressure of 5 X 10-6 Torr. Each matrix element converged to five significant 
figures, thereby ensuring precision to the fourth digit. 

4.3. Chebyshev coefficients 

Table 4.1 contains the matrix elements, gij, for an eighth-order expansion of the 

potential. Values are reported to four significant figures and were used to calculate 

the potential of Fig. 4.5. Herein lies the utility of the development of Chapter 3. 

Once configured and calculated, the potential and charge densities of a given beam 

are fully described by coefficient matrices. The solution of Eq. 3.22 need only be 

found once for a given set of conditions. Densities and potentials may then be 

calculated at an arbitrary point (x, y), through an inner product of the form: 

4.4. Discussion 

n 

T(x). g. T(y) = 2::' Ti(X)gijTj(Y) 
i=o 
j=O 

During the numerical analysis, it was generally observed that an eighth-order ex

pansion yielded results precise within four significant figures. Precision improved 

with increasing expansion order; however, expansion orders greater than ten dra

matically increased the computational time, with only a modest improvement in 

precision. Overall, the algorithm was quite fast. Using a 486-50 Mhz personal com

puter, the approximate time to find the g matrix, to eighth order, and compute 

the densities and potential was approximately 7 - 8 minutes. 
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Precision and the minimum expansion order required for a given convergence 

tolerance could be improved by utilizing the orthogonality relation, Eq. C.7, in 

place of the single matrix, T, defined in Eq. 3.17. While attractive in its simplicity, 

the implied linear interpolation between points of calculation produced false oscil

lations in some of the numerical values outside the periphery of the beam. These 

small incorrect fluctuations decreased in magnitude and number with increasing 

expansion order, but did not disappear entirely. Numerical results presented in 

this chapter were filtered to eliminate spurious perturbations, but the integrity of 

the trends and predictions remains uncompromised. 

Overall, the final results are consistent with the assumptions and stipulations 

imposed in developing the theory. However, the result of Fig. 4.4 is inconsistent 

with the charge neutrality condition by about 10%. While this helps to explain the 

rapid decrease in the beam potential with increasing residual gas density, it demon

strates that neutrality cannot be assumed, and the approximation for ¢>a, Eq. 2.24, 

should not be used when great accuracy is desired at low-pressure. At higher pres

sures, and for reasonably close approximations at low-pressures, neutrality and 

Eq. 2.24 remain viable. 
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Figure 4.1. Beam ion density for 100 keY, beam emitted from a 1.5 cm X 0.5 
cm aperture located 7.5 cm from the beam plasma. 
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Figure 4.2. Axial cross-sections for the beam of Fig. 4.1. With Zo = 7.5 cm, the 
X-cross section (dotted line) is narrower than the y-section and the neutralized 
beam displays a well-defined aspect ratio. 
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Figure 4.3. Electron density profile for a 100 keY, arsenic beam propagating 
through a chamber with a residual gas pressure of 5 X 10-6 Torr. 
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Figure 4.4. y-axis cross-sections of the carrier densities for the beam of Fig. 4.3. 
Complete charge neutrality along the axis is not present and the beam is only 
partially neutralized. As expected from the development of Eq. 2.7, the slow-ion 
density attains its maximum away from the central axis of the beam. 
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Figure 4.1. Charge densities for a 100 ke V, 10 rnA, arsenic beam propagating 
in a beam line at 5 X 10-3 Torr. The increased residual gas density produces 
a greater electron/slow-ion generation rate, and complete axial neutralization of 
the axial space-charge is achieved. The sharp peaks at X = 0 are an artifact of 
the number of points used in the calculation, and do not indicate the presence of 
a cusp along the axis. 
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<Po, is reduced by nearly two orders of magnitude. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Conclusion 

This last chapter suggests methods for testing the theoretical predictions of Chap

ters 1 and 4, and discusses the practical importance of the results. 

5.1. Suggestions for experimental verification of the theory 

The predictions of Chapters 1 and 4 are in agreement with qualitative observation; 

however, the theory should be tested and verified experimentally. Unfortunately, at 

the time of this study, the necessary equipment was unavailable and experimental 

verification remains an area for future work. 

As developed in Chapters 1 - 4, the theory explicitly predicts the values of 

the beam potential, ¢o, the electron temperature, kT, and the beam ion, slow-ion, 

and electron densities. Each of these quantities is measurable, either directly or 

indirectly. 

. . 
.. .. 

. . 

Current 
meter 

Figure 5.1. An array of individually insulated pins can be used to determine 
the beam ion density. Using this array as the beam stop, the current measured 
through each pin is proportional to the beam ion density at the position of the 
pin. 
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Figure 5.1 depicts a possible means of determining the beam ion density profile. 

The array acts as the beam stop, aligned normal to the incident flux of the beam, 

and the electric current through each pin is measured. Since the ion current at each 

pin is proportional to the beam ion density at the location of each pin, the measured 

current provides a spatial resolution of the beam ion density. As a cautionary note, 

the electron current will also vary with the electrons density near the pin, and 

this current may alter the net measured current in a non-linear fashion. Thus, it 

may be necessary to bias the pins negatively so as to eliminate the electron flux 

emanating from the beam plasma. Moreover, secondary electron emission from the 

pins may need consideration as this current will vary with the intensity of the ion 

flux and may mask the true beam ion current. 

Measurement of the electron density and the potential profile could be accom

plished with a Langmuir probe, such as the one described by Gabovich et al. I4 

(Use of Langmuir probes is complicated, error prone, and beyond the scope of this 

discussion. However, an excellent treatment of Langmuir probe theory and appli

cation is contained in the classical work of Laframboise. IS ) If the potential, electron 

and beam ion densities are in agreement with the theory, then it is also possible 

to conclude that the slow-ion density is also correct, thereby indirectly confirming 

the validity of Eq. 2.7. 

Langmuir probes can provide excellent results, but they unavoidably perturb 

the localized charge distribution within the plasma. A less intrusive approach is 

to construct an energy analyzer. As depicted in Fig. 5.2, a simple analyzer is 

comprised of an insulated, biased screen placed before a Faraday cup. By altering 

the bias on the screen, the current of electrons or slow-ions incident on the back of 

the cup may be found as a function of energy. In the case of electrons, the current, 

I, is given by 

(5.1) 

where A is the collection area of the Faraday cup. Denoting the kinetic energy of 

the electrons at the point (x, y) by E, rearrangement of Eq. 5.1 yields 
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Figure 5.2. A simple energy analyzer can be used to determine the electron 
temperature, and estimate the beam potential. 

( 
I ~ E 

log neqAV 2E5) = - kT' 
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(5.2) 

The kinetic energy of an electron is related to the bias potential by E = qrPbias, 

where rPbias is the applied potential that just halts the motion of the electron. Thus, 

plotting the left hand side of Eq. 5.2 as a function of the applied potential, the 

electron temperature is immediately obtainable from the slope of the resulting line. 

The analyzer can also provide an estimate of the beam potential, rPo. Neglect

ing velocity changes due to collisions, and recalling that the thermal energy of a 

residual gas molecule is small compared to the potential energy of a newly created 

slow-ion, the kinetic energy distribution of slow-ions far from the beam will have 

an upper limit of approximately qrPo, with this portion of the distribution primarily 

populated by slow-ions created along the beam axis. Increasing a positive bias on 

the grid will induce a saturated electron current and decrease the slow-ion flux. 

At rPbias = rPo, the measured current will, in the ideal case, attain its maximum 

amplitude, and should remain constant for rPbias > rPo. 
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5.2. Practical implications of the results 

The results of this work provide three significant contributions of practical interest. 

First, it has been shown that the Gaussian approximation to the beam ion density is 

valid under a variety of conditions. This is not only useful in that the Gaussian is a 

convenient functional form, but also serves to help define the domain of validity for 

the copious works currently in the literature that are based on a priori assumptions 

of a Gaussian profile. Second, a new technique has been presented for the numerical 

solution of a second order partial integra-differential equation in two variables. 

This solution, based on expansions of orthogonal (Chebyshev) functions, reduces 

the differential equation to a system of algebraic equations. The resulting numerical 

algorithm is faster than conventional finite element and difference methods, and has 

the advantage of providing an analytic approximation to the final solution with no 

additional curve fitting. Finally, this work has demonstrated that the potential 

profile of the beam, and hence the electric field, possesses substantial cylindrical 

symmetry, regardless of the aspect ratio of the beam. Thus, the theoretical and 

experimental studies of the electrostatic properties of cylindrical beams are, to a 

good approximation, applicable to beams of differing geometry. In particular, the 

conditions for entrapment and transport of particulate contaminationl - 4 remain 

essentially unchanged. 
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In Chapter 1, the solution to the drift equation was found to be a two-dimensional, 

exponentially decaying Fourier series. The coefficients for this series are now eval

uated. 

In order to simultaneously satisfy the three conservation laws and Poisson's 

equation, it is necessary to determine the Fourier coefficients from the series rep

resentation of the density. From Eq. 1.19, that representation is: 

00 

( ) 
Eo ~ 2 ( _l.Ii.m. z n x, y, z = - ~ amn'Ynm cos OnX) cos(f3my)e '1 

q m,n=O 

(2n + 1)71" 
On = 2Lx 

f3 
- (2m+l)7l" 

m - 2L 
y 

where the leading coefficient, (1 - I/Tf2), has been neglected. From Sec. 1.7, the 

parameter Tf2 can be expressed Tf2 ~ 1+2JUe /kT, where Ue is the beam extraction 

energy and kT is the thermal energy of ions in the source plasma. In any ion beam, 

Ue ~ kTj so, I/Tf2 ~ 1 and is negligible. 

The Fourier coefficients must be evaluated in a plane of constant z. The choice 

of this plane is arbitrary. However, the boundary condition in the plane z = ° is 
simple and well-defined. The density is uniform over the area of the aperture and 

vanishes elsewhere. 

n(x,y,O) = {n
o

bo , if x E [-*, *J and y E [-~, ~Jj 
otherwise. 

(A.l) 
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When z = 0, the expression for the density is 

00 

fo ~ 2 n(x, y, 0) = n(x, y) = - ~ amnl'nm cos(anx) cos(f3mY). 
q m,n=O 

From the construction of an and f3m, the cosine functions are orthogonal on 

the domain x E [-Lx, Lx] and y E [-Ly, Ly]. Multiplying both sides of the density 

relation by the appropriate cosine functions and integrating from the beam axis to 

the walls produces an expression of the form 

j~ d jT d [(2n + 1)7rX] [(2m + 1)7rY] 
nbo _l!. Y _!!!. x cos 2Lx cos 2Ly 

2 2 

_ fo ~ 2 jLz: d [(2n' + 1)7rX] [(2n + 1)7rX] 
- ~ am'n'l'n'm' X cos 2L cos 2L ' 

q m',n'=O -Lz: x x 

JLU d [(2m' + 1)7rY] [(2m + 1)7rY] 
x Y cos ?L cos L 

-Lu - y 2 y 

where Eq. A.l for the density has been utilized to simplify the left hand side. By 

virtue of the orthogonality of the cosine functions on the interval of integration, only 

the terms containing n = n' and m = m' are nonvanishing. Thus, the summation 

is reduced to a single term: 

j~ d jT d [(2n + 1)7rX] [(2m + 1)7rY] nbo Y x cos cos 
-~ -T 2Lx 2Ly 

2 fo JLU d jLz: d 2 [(2n + 1)7rX] 2 [(2m + 1)7rY] 
= amnl'nm- Y X COS Leos 2L 

q -Lu -L", 2 x y 

Each of the integrals can be evaluated individually: 

dxcos2 = - dx = Lx I
L", [(2n + 1)7rX] IjL'" 

-L", 2Lx 2 -L", 
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jL~ d 2 [(2n + 1)1I"Y] = ~ jL~ d = L 
YCOS 2L ? Y y 

-Lu y ~ -Lu 

IV 

j !f dx COS [(2n + 1)1I"X] = 2Lx sin [(2n + 1)1I"X] 2" 

_.!!!. 2Lx (2n + 1)11" 2Lx 
2 _~ 

2 

= 4Lx sin [(2n + 1)1I"W] 
(2n + 1)11" 4Lx 

h 
h 2 

j 2 d [(2m + 1)1I"Y] _ 2Ly . [(2m + 1)1I"Y] 
Y cos 2L - (2 ) sm 2L -% y m + 111" y_1l. 

2 

4Ly . [(2m + 1)1I"h] = Sln 
(2m + 1)11" 4Ly 

Thus, 

Eo 2 16 LxLy . [(2n + 1)1I"W] . [(2m + 1)1I"h] 
-qamninmLxLy = nbo 11"2 (2n + 1)(2m + 1) sm 4Lx sm 4Ly . 

Solving for amn , and using the defining relation for inm, the Fourier coefficients 

are found to be: 

(A.2) 
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APPENDIX B 

Beam Plasma Formulae 

Development of the beam plasma equation required knowledge of the electron re

laxation time, an evaluation of a second Gaussian moment, and the shape of the 

electrostatic potential about the central axis of the beam. Relations germane to 

these topics are now developed. 

B.l. Electron relaxation time 

The low-energy perturbation to the electron energy distribution function arises 

during the transient evolution of the electron cloud, from its creation, to the estab

lishment of the steady-state. After extinction of the transients, the perturbation 

maintains a time invariant number density with a magnitude that is dependent 

on the electron creation rate, and the time necessary for the system to relax into 

the steady-state. Spitzer10 has estimated the time for an anisotropic energy dis

tribution in a self-interacting electron gas of density ne to approach an isotropic 

Maxwellian distribution. Denoting this time bt, his estimate is given in terms of 

the number density, n e , by 

T~ 
8t = 0.266 I A' 

ne n 
(B.1) 

where 8t is in seconds, and T is in degrees Kelvin. The value of In A depends on 

the electron temperature and density, but is normally assumed to have a value of 

approximately 10. 

For an order of magnitude estimate, suppose the electron gas engulfing the 

beam possessed a rather high temperature of 100 eV, corresponding to about 1.2 x 

106 K. The numerator would then be on the order of 108 , and the relaxation time 

would scale as 
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(B.2) 

B.2. Integration of the truncated distribution 

The finite depth of the positive potential well precludes the complete confinement 

of thermalized electrons. Electrons possessing kinetic energies in excess of the 

beam potential cannot exist within the distribution. If the system is essentially 

Maxwellian, the finite beam potential leads to a renormalization of the distribution 

function. This renormalization produces the general expression: 

For an isotropic distribution, the integrand is most conveniently expressed in spher

ical coordinates. The numerator and denominator then assume the identical form. 

Letting u = v' Jm/2kT, the integrand is converted to a dimensionless variable and 

the integral becomes 

Arranging the differential term as u exp( _u2 )du or exp( _u2 )du permits integration 

by parts in two different ways, producing two equivalent, but functionally different 

results. 

2 _u 2 2 4 
Va { _ ~ + ../iT erf( Va) 

1. u e ~ 4 (aerf( fo) - 2 fo"'" erf(u)u dU) (B.3) 

Where, 



is the error function. 

2 r 2 
erf(x) = ..;; Jo e-

U du 
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As shown in Chapter 2, both forms of the normalization integral are of value 

in analyzing the beam plasma. 

B.3. Slow-ion axial density, and the electrostatic potential 

From Chapter 1 it is known, in the limit of vanishing x and y, the beam ion 

density is nearly cylindrically symmetric. This fact will be exploited to determine 

the slow-ion density, and the profile of the electrostatic potential along the beam 

axIS. 

In any cylindrical volume coaxial with the beam, slow-ions created at some 

radius p contribute to the flux at some further radius 1'. Expressing the differential 

form of the continuity equation in cylindrical coordinates, the requirement of charge 

conservation may be written 

dni( l' )v1'dOdz = nnb(p )Vbl1 i (pdp )dOdz. (BA) 

With v = J2q(¢>(p) - ¢>(1'»/mi' solving for dni(1') and integrating produces an 

expression for the slow-ion density valid for small r. 

(B.5) 

In the limit l' -t 0, nb(p) :::::: nbC r) :::::: nbo, and the integral may be slightly simplified. 

( 
fi.!!I\ 1 r pdp 

ni(1') = nnboVbl1iV2q};: Jo J¢>(p) - ¢>(1') (B.6) 

From the continuous charge distribution and the beam line geometry, the po

tential must be continuous, finite, and monotonic. It is therefore permissible to 

expand the potential in a Maclaurin series. 
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(B.7) 

Here, the first term is zero by definition, ro is a characteristic length scale, and <Pi 

are the coefficients of expansion. 

Suppose the first non-vanishing term in the series is of order m. A Maclaurin 

series for a continuous, finite, monotonic function is absolutely convergent. Thus, 

for small r, the first non-vanishing term will also be the dominant term. 

(B.8) 

The slow-ion density now assumes the form: 

(B.9) 

Letting u = (p/r)m, the integrand is converted to a dimensionless variable. After 

simplification, the explicit r dependence is removed from the integrand and appears 

as a prefactor. 

(B.lO) 

The integral is now independent of r, and finite for all m. Axial behavior of the 

function is solely determined by the r-dependence of the prefactor. By inspection, 

if m > 2, ni diverges as r tends to zero. Conversely, if m < 2, the density vanishes 

for vanishing r. Only for m = 2 is the density finite and consistent with the physical 

situation. For m = 2, 

t --=d=u= _? Jo JI=U -~, 

and 
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(B.ll) 

In Chapter 2, it is shown that if cP2 = (32cPo, then (32 = 1/3. The axial value of 

the slow-ion density then becomes 

(B.12) 
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Chebyshev functions of the first and second kinds arise naturally as the two lin

early independent solutions to Chebyshev's second order differential equation. In 

Chapter 3, many properties of the complete set of Chebyshev polynomials of the 

first kind were utilized. These properties are now developed. 

C.1. Defining relations 

The defining expression for Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind is: 

Tn(t) == cos(ncos-1 t) (C.l) 

Letting u = cos-1 t (i.e., cosu = t), the definition is often written 

Tn(cosu) = cos(nu). (C.2) 

C.2. Recursion relation 

Using the definition of Eq. C.2, it is possible to derive a recursive formula relating 

functions of different order. Applying the double angle rules from trigonometry, 

Tn+1( cos u) = cos[(n + l)u] = cos nu cos u - sin nu sin u 

Tn- 1 (cos u) = cos[(n - l)u] = cos nu cos u + sin nu sin u, 

and observing that cos u = Tl (cos u), summing the two expressions produces the 

relation 
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The final form of the recursive relation is obtained by shifting the index, n. 

(G.3) 

C.3. Product of two Chebyshev functions 

Again using elementary trigonometric relations, the product of two Chebyshev 

functions may be expressed as the sum of two Chebyshev functions. 

Tm(x)Tn(x) = cosnxcosmx 

cos( n + m)x = cos nx cos mx - sin nx sin mx 

cos( n - m)x = cos nx cos mx + sin nx sin mx 

Summing and rearranging the double angle formulas yields: 

1 
cosnx cos mx = 2 [cos(n + m)x + cos(n - m)x] 

1 
Tn(x)Tm(x) = 2 [Tn+m{x) + Tn-m(x)] 

C.4. Polynomial expansions 

(GA) 

Defining x on the closed interval x E [-1, 1], by x = cos u, and expanding cos n u in a 

power series, Chebyshev functions of the first kind may be expressed as polynomials 

of order n. 

To{x) = 1 

Tl(X) = x 

T2(x) = 2x2 -1 

T3(X) = 4x3 - 3x 

T4{X) = 8x'1 - 8x2 + 1 

Ts{x) = 16xs - 20x3 + 5x 

(C.5) 
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As with Legendre polynomials, these functions are normalized such that Tn(1) = 1 

and Tn( -1) = (_l)n. 

C.s. Recursion among derivatives 

Straight-forward manipulation of the derivatives of each term appearing in Eq. C.5 

leads to the following formula relating derivatives of different order. 

x T; (x) = ~ T~ (x) 

x T~ (x) = ~ T~ (x) + T: (x) 

x T~ (x) = ~ T~ (x) + ~ T~ (x) 

x T~ (x) = ~ T~ (x) + ~ T~ (x) 

C.6. Orthogonality of Chebyshev polynomials 

(C.6) 

The normalization and orthogonality relations for Chebyshev polynomials follow 

directly from well-established properties of the sinusoidal functions. 

r21T 

Jo cos nB cos mB dB = 

27l"6om , if n = OJ 

7l"6nm , if n i OJ 

where, 

6nm = 1, if n = mj 

6nm = 0, if n =1= m. 

Letting x = cos B, implying dB = -dx/ sinB, the integral over the cosine functions 

becomes 

l 1T II lldll 11 Tn(x)Tm(x)dx 
cosnucosmu u = 

o -1 \11- x 2 

(C.7) 
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The notation (Tn, T m) is introduced here to denote and define the inner product 

of the two functions. 

C.7. Pointwise orthogonality 

In addition to orthogonality on a continuous domain, the set of Chebyshev poly

nomials is also orthogonal over a discreet set of points. Consider the inner product 

n 

(T,(Xk), Tm(Xk»)d == LT,(Xk)Tm(Xk), (C.S) 
k=O 

where Xk E {x I x = cos(k1r/n), k = 0,1, ... ,n} is one of the n + 1 extremal points 

of Tn on the closed interval [-1,1]. By the periodicity of Xk, the inner product C.S 

is equivalent to 

1 2n 

(T,(Xk), Tm(Xk»)d = ? LT,(Xk)Tm(Xk). 
~ k=O 

Using Eq. C.4, the summand may be expanded. 

1 
T,(Xk)Tm(Xk) = 2 (Ti+m(Xk) + T,-m(xd) 

= ~ {cos [(1 + m) k:] + cos [(1- m) k:]} (C.9) 
= ~!Jte { ei(l+m) kn" + ei(l-m) k: } 

Explicitly summing the series reveals a geometric progression, 

2n 

LT,(Xk)Tm(Xk) = ~!Jte { 1 + ei(l+m)~ + ei(l+m) 2n" + ... + ei(l+m)2} 
k=O 

+ ~!Jte { 1 + ei(l-m) ~ + ei(l-m) 2n" + ... + ei(/-m)2} , 

that can be evaluated with the formula 
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rm -1 
Sm= . 

r-1 

Thus, 

(C.10) 

Now, by applying l'Hopital's rule to Eq. C.lO, or by inspection of Eq. C.9, it 

is evident that for I = m = 0, the sum reduces to a series of n terms, each equal 

to unity. When 1 = m =1= 0, the first term in Eq. C.10 vanishes and l'Hopital's 

rule reveals the second term to equal two. Thus, there are n terms equal to 1/2. 

Finally, if I =1= m, the arguments of the exponentials in both numerators are even 

multiples of 7r, and both numerators vanish identically. Summarizing, the inner 

product over the discreet set of extremal points is given by: 

c.s. Expansions of functions 

if I = m = a or I = m = n 

if 1 = m =1= a and m =1= n 

if! =1= m. 

(C.l!) 

Chebyshev polynomials are a complete orthogonal set on the interval [-1,1], and, 

therefore, are a basis set for the Hilbert space of functions defined on the same 

interval. Any piecewise continuous function may thus be expanded as 

1 00 

J(x) = "2/0 + ?= JiTi(Xc) 
1=1 

(C.12) 

where the coefficients of expansion are given by Ji = (J(xc), Ti(Xc)), and Xc is the 

variable on the domain of validity. 

The variables Xa and Xb are spatial coordinates and define the interval of 

expansion in terms of an arbitrary length scale. Equating relative distances on the 
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domains establishes an isomorphic mapping that scales any continuous domain to 

the interval [-1,1]. 

x - Xa 

Xb - Xa 

Twice rearranging Eq. C.13 produces the appropriate scaling relations. 

1 
x = 2 (xc + 1) (Xb - xa) + Xa 

(
X - xa) Xc = 2 -1 

Xb - Xa 

C.9. Interpolation at extremal points 

(C.13) 

(C.14) 

In general, the coefficients of expansion Ii are found using the continuous inner 

product ofEq. C.7. However, as discussed in Chapter 3, it is often computationally 

more convenient to extract the coefficients from a system of linear equations. Any 

system of equations constructed for this purpose will not uniquely determine the 

coefficients, and the accuracy of the resulting Chebyshev series is dependent on 

the choice of coordinates used in establishing the linear system. As will now be 

demonstrated, the best choice of evaluation coordinates is the set of extremal points 

{x I x = cos(k1r/n), k = 0,1, ... ,n}. In fact, if this set is used in conjunction with 

inner product C.S to calculate the coefficients, the resulting series will interpolate 

(exactly represent) the expanded function at these points. To see this, suppose f 
is represented on the closed interval [-1,1] by a Chebyshev series of order n. 

n 

f(x) = :L' IiTj(x) 
j=O 

Expanding at extremal points, the coefficients from Eq. C.S are of the form: 
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Therefore, it is possible to write 

Let x = x j be an extremal point of Tn, then 

Since x j and x k are extremal points, x j = cos(j 7r / n) and x k = cos( k7r / n). Applying 

the definition of Ti, it is possible to rearrange the arguments of the Chebyshev 

polynomials to induce a change in the basis function. 

Ti ( x k) = cos [i ( k: )] = cos [k ( i: )] = Tk ( Xi) 

Ti ( x j) = cos [i (j:)] = cos [k (j:)] = Tk ( x j ) 

Then, by the pointwise orthogonality condition, Eq. C.ll, 

(C.15) 

That is, the sum is identically equal to the function, and the polynomial generated 

by the sum interpolates the function at all extremal points. 

C.10. Relating expansions to their derivatives 

If a function is differentiable on the domain of x, then its derivative is piecewise 

continuous and may be expanded. Denoting the coefficients for the expansion of 

the derivative by Ii, the derivative of I has two equivalent forms. 

00 1 00 

f'(x) = L liT/(x) = "?t: + L ItTi(X) (C.16) 
i=l - i=l 
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The recursion relation of Eq. C.6 may be utilized in Eq. C.16 to obtain a 

recursive formula for the coefficients of the function in terms of coefficients of the 

derivatives. Noting that the derivative df(xc)/dx = (df(xc)/dxc)(dxc/dx) and 

obtaining dxc/dx from Eq. C.14, substitution and term-by-term comparison of 

the expansions in C.16 yields 

i = 1,2,3,··· (C.17) 

The coefficient fo, cannot be determined from the coefficients of derivatives. 

However, if the value of the function is known at some point X o , in the domain, 

then application of Eq. C.12 provides the missing relation. 

00 

fo = 2 f(x o) - (Xb - xa) L fiTi(X o) (C.18) 
i=l 

Employed together, Eqs. C.17 and C.18 permit a complete description of the 

function f, if the derivative of f is known. In particular, if f is defined to be the 

column vector of expansion coefficients for the function f, and if f* is similarly 

defined for the derivative of f, then Eqs. C.17 and C.18 can be combined into 

matrix form. 

(C.19) 

The vector e = 81 i is an n-dimensional unit column vector, and B is an n x n 

matrix depending solely on the choice of Xo. The elements of B are given by: 

-~Tl(Xo), 

-tT2(xo), 

2d_2)Tj- 2(x o) - 21jTj(xo), 
1 
4i' 

1 
- 4i' 

0, 

for i = j = 1; 

for i = 1,j = 2; 

for i = 1,j > 2; 

j = i-I, i > 1; 

j = i + 1, i > 1; 

elsewhere. 

(C.20) 
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C.Il. Expansion of an integral 

The results of the previous section may now be applied to determine the expansion 

form for an integral relation defined on the interval [-1,1]. Suppose the function 

is defined by 

Differentiation trivially transforms this relation into a differential equation. 

In terms of expansion coefficients, the function F is now known, provided the value 

of the integral is known at some point in the domain. 

(C.21) 

C.12. Integration of a Chebyshev polynomial 

Since any interval of integration for any expandable function may be scaled to 

the interval [-1,1]' with -1 corresponding to the lower limit of integration, the 

antiderivative of the Chebyshev polynomial evaluated between -1 and Xc is espe

cially important. It is obtained by considering cases and through the utilization of 

Eqs. C.5 and C6. 

(C.22) 

For k > 1, Eq. C.5 is first differentiated to obtain: 
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Equation C.6 permits this expression to be rewritten as: 

The integration is now trivial. 



APPENDIX D 
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A technique due to Clenshaw may be used to exploit the recurrence properties of 

the Chebyshev polynomials and simplify the evaluation of Chebyshev expansions. 

Consider the sum 

n 

I(x) = L' JiTi(X). (D.1) 
i=O 

An expression will now be developed to evaluate I(x) without actually summing 

the series. 

From Eq. C.5, the recursion relation for Chebyshev polynomials is 

(D.2) 

Define a sequence of integers by 

Yn+2 = Yn+l = 0 
(D.3) 

Yi = 2XYj+l - Yi+2 + Ii j = 1,2, ... ,n. 

Then, the summation D.l may be written 

n 

I(x) = L' (Yi - 2XYi+l + Yi+2)Ti(X). 
i=O 

Beginning with the nth term, sum the series one term at a time. 



!nTn(X) + !n-lTn-I(X) = (Yn - 2XYn+1 + Yn+2)Tn(x) 

+ (Yn-l - 2xYn + Yn+dTn-1(x) 

= YnTn(x) + (Yn-l - 2xYn)Tn-I(X) 

= -YnTn-2(X) + Yn-lTn-l{X) 
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Recursion relation D.2 was utilized to eliminate Tn from the right hand side. 

Adding the next term produces: 

!nTn{X) + !n-ITn-l{X) + !n-2Tn-2(X) = -YnTn-2{X) + Yn-lTn-l{X) 

+ (Yn-2 - 2XYn-l + Yn)Tn- 2(x) 

= Yn-l{2xTn- 2{x) - Tn- 3(x» 

+ (Yn-2 - 2xYn-J)Tn- 2{x) 

= -Yn-lTn-3(X) + Yn-2 Tn-2(X) 

Continuing the use of Eq. D.2 to eliminate the polynomial of highest index, the 

following sum is obtained: 

n 
L fiTj(x) = -Yn-(m-l)Tn-(m+l)(x) + Yn-mTn-m(x) m = 1,2, ... ,n - 1 

k=n-m 

When m = n -1, 

n 

L!jTj(x) = -Y2To(X) + y1T1(x) 
k=l 

Finally, adding the final (first) term, 

(D.4) 
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If the coefficients, {Ii}, are known, the function may now be computed without 

the need to calculate the n + 1 Chebyshev polynomials. The parameters Y2 and 

Yl are found from the defining relation D.3, by beginning with the nth term and 

reversing the recursion until Y2 and Yl are obtained. 
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APPENDIX E 

Computer Routines 



1***************************************************************** 
* beam.c 

* 
* The main program for calculating the potential, beam-ion, 
* slow-ion, and electron densities. 

* 
* By Douglas Brown 

* 
* Last updated: 7/20/92 

* 
******************************************************************1 

1* Definitions of parameters. 

h = aperture height 
w = aperture width 

Lx = drift region width Ix = beam line width 
Ly = drift region height ly = beam line height 
zo = drift region length 

ne = electron density (fl) neO = ne(O,O) 
nb = beam ion density (£2) nbO = nb(O,O) 
m = slow ion density (£3) niO = ni(O,O) (not used 
ng = residual gas density in this program) 

Ue = beam extraction energy 
Ti = ion temperature in the source plasma 
Te = electron temperature in the beam 

sigi = the cross-section for ionization 
sigt = the total cross-section for scattering 

tolub = the allowed tolerance in an unneutralize beam 
tolnb = the allowed tolerance in a neutralized beam 

p = matrix of pm coefficients pO = potential at the walls 

n = order of the Chebyshev expansion 
T = matrix of Chebyshev values 
LU = decomposed T matrix for solving linear systems 
xs = vector of Chebyshev points 
xns = vector of nonscaled x coordinates 
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yns = vector of non scaled y coordinates 

****************************************************************/ 

# include "beam.h" 

mainO 
{ 

FILE *in; 
int i, j, m, n, inc, itmax, npts; 
double *xs, *xns, *yns; 
double **T, **LU, **p, **g, **f, **fl, **f2, **f3, **ftmp; 
double pO, nbO, neO, Ti, Te, Ue; 
double Lx, Ly, Ix, ly, zO, h, w, xmax, ymax; 
double sigi, sigt, ng; 
double tolub, tolnb, tolit, error; 
char string[MAXCHAR]; 

in = fopen("beam.in", "r"); 
fgets( string,MAXCHAR,in); 
fgets(string,MAXCHAR,in); 
fgets(string,MAXCHAR,in); 
sscanf(string,"%d %d %d %d", &n, &npts, &inc, &itmax); 
fgets(string,MAXCHAR,in); 
fgets( string,MAXCHAR,in); 
sscanf(string,"%le %le %le %le %le %le", &Lx, &Ly, &h, &w, &Ue, &Ti); 
fgets( string,MAXCHAR,in); 
fgets(string,MAXCHAR,in); 
sscanf(string,"%le %le %le %le %le %le %le", &lx, &ly, &pO, &nbO, &neO, 

&zO, &Te); 
fgets( string,MAXCHAR,in); 
fgets( string,MAXCHAR,in); 
sscanf(string,"%le %le %le", &sigi, &sigt, &ng); 
fgets(string,MAXCHAR,in); 
fgets(string,MAXCHAR,in); 
sscanf(string,"%le %le %le", &tolub, &tolnb, &tolit); 
fgets(string,MAXCHAR,in); 
fgets( string,MAXCHAR,in); 
fgets( string,MAXCHAR,in); 
sscanf(string,"%le %le", &xmax, &ymax); 
fclose(in); 
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/ ................................................ Print values of input variables ........................ / 
printf("\n%d %d %d %d", n, npts, inc, itmax); 
printf("\n%e %e %e %e %e %e", Lx, Ly, h, W, Ue, Ti); 
printf("\n%e %e %e %e %e %e %e", lx, Iy, pO, nbO, neO, zO, Te); 
printf("\n%e %e %e", sigi, sigt, ng); 
printf("\n%e %e %e", tolub, tolnb, tolit); 
printf("\n%e %e\n", xmax, ymax); 

T == alloc_mtr(n+l,n+l); 
LU == alloc_mtr(n+l,n+l); 
xs == alloc_vec(n+l); 
xns == alloc_vec(n+l); 
yns == alloc_vec(n+l); 
f2 == alloc_mtr(n+l,n+l); 
p == alloc_mtr(n+l,n+l); 
g == alloc_mtr(n+l,n+l); 
f == alloc_mtr(n+l,n+l); 

printf("initializing values\n"); 
initialize(T,LU,xs,xns,yns,n,O.O,lx,O.O,ly); 
init-p(p,LU ,xns,yns,n); 

for(i==O; i <== n; itt) for(j==O; j <== n; j++) 
g[ilu] == p[ilu]; 

printf("calc f2\n"); 
calc_f2(f2,LU,xns,yns,Lx,Ly,nbO,Ti,Ue,w,h,zO,tolub,n); 

error == 100.0; 
for(m==O; m <= itmax && error >== tolnb; m++) 

{ 
fl == alloc_mtr(n+l,n+l); 
f3 == alloc_mtr(n+l,n+l); 

printf("calc fl \nil); 
calc_fl(fl,p,f2,f3,pO,Te,LU,T,n); 

printf("\ncalc f3\n"); 
calc_f3(f3,p,Lx,Ly,lx,ly,zO,nbO,Ti,Ue,sigt,ng,w,h,T,LU, 

xs,xns,yns,pO,tolub,inc,n); 

ftmp == alloc_mtr(n+l,n+l); 
for(i=O; i <== n; itt) for(j==O; j <== n; j++) 
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ftmp[i]U] = f[ilfj]; 

printf("\ncalc tin"); 
calcJ(f,fl,fl,f3,n); 

printf("calc g\n"); 
calc...,g(g,f,ftmp,O.O,lx,tolit,n); 
free_mtr(ftmp,n+I); 

printf("g matrix \n"); 
for(i=O; i <= n; i++) 
{ printfC'\n"); 

for(j=O; j<=n; j++) 
printf("%+e ", g[ilfj]); 

} 

printf("\nComparing g matrix to p matrix.\n"); 
for(i=O, error = 0.0; i <= n; i++) 
for(j=O; j <= n && error <= tolnb; j++) 
error = absd(p[ilfj] - g[ilfj]); 

for(i=O; i <= n; i++) for(j=O; j <= n; j++) 
p[ilfj] = g[i]U]; 

if (error> tolnb && m < itmax) 
{ 
free_mtr(fl ,n+ I); 
free_mtr(f3,n+I); 
printf("\nerror: %le\n", error); 
printf("\niteration: %d\n", m + I); 

} 

printf("\nerror: %le\n", error); 
printf("\nPrint data to files.\n"); 

I"" file_coefl("coefs.pot" ,"Expansion coefficients of potential" ,p,n); "" I 

file...,Pot2("pot2.dat" ,"pot.dat: 2-d values of the potential", 
p,pO,n,npts,O.O,lx,O.O,ly,xmax,ymax); 

file_dat2("sI0.dat","sI0.dat: Values of the slow ion density", 
f3,n,npts,O.O,lx,O.O,ly,xmax,ymax); 
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file_dat2("elec.dat","elec.dat: Values of the electron density", 
fl,n,npts,O.O,lx,O.O,ly,xmax,ymax); 

file_dat2("nbb.dat","nbb.dat: Values of the beam ion density", 
f2,n,npts,O.O,lx,O.O,ly,xmax,ymax); 

file_dat2("dens.dat","dens.dat: Values of the total beam density", 
f,n,npts,O.O,lx,O.O,ly,xmax,ymax); 

I'" file_mtr(fl,"fl.dat","electron density coefficient matrix",n);"'1 
file_mtr(p,"p.dat","potential coefficient matrix",n); 

I'" file_datchb2("cnbb.dat","cnbb.dat: Beam ion density at Chebyshev points", 
T,f2,xns,yns,n); '" I 

} 

printf("\nEND\n"); 
retum(O); 
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1***************************************************************** 
* beam.h 

* 
* Header file for beam.c. 

* 
* By Douglas Brown 

* 
* Last updated: 7/20/92 

* 
*****************************************************************1 

# include <alloc.h> 
# include <stdlib.h> 
# include <stdio.h> 
# include <math.h> 

# define absd(a) «a«double)O.O)?(-(a»:(a» 
# define sqr(a) «double)a*a) 
# define PI «double) 3.1415927) 
# define ZERO «double) 1.0e-60) 
# define qe «double) 1.60e-19) 
# define eo «double) 8.85e-12) 
# define MAXCHAR 300 

1*************** Function Prototypes from calc.c ****************1 

void init"p(double **p, double **LV, double *xns, double *yns, int n); 
double potT(double **p, double pO, double **T, int n, int i, int j); 
double calc_t(double **p, double xkns, double xns, double yns, double lx, 

double !y, int inc, int n); 
double deriv_t(double **p, double t, double xns, double dx, 

double lx, double ly, int n); 
void calcj(double **f, double **f1, double **f2, 

double **f3, int n); 
double eval_nb(double x, double y, double Lx, double Ly, double zO, 

double nO, double Ti, double Ve, double w, double h, 
double tolub); 

void calc..,.g(double **g, double **f, double **ftmp, double xa, 
double xb, double tol, int n); 

void calcjl(double **f1, double **p, double **f2, double **f3, 
double pO, double Te, double **LV, double **T, int n); 

void calc_f2(double **f2, double **LV, double *xns, double *yns, 
double Lx, double Ly, double nO, double Ti, double Ve, 
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double w, double h, double zO, double tolub, int n); 
void calcj3(double **f3, double **p, double Lx, double Ly, double lx, 

double ly, double zO, double nO, double Ti, double Ue, 
double sigt, double ng, double w, double h, double **T, 
double **LU, double *xs, double *xns, double *yns, 
double pO, double tolub, int inc, int n); 

void calc_B(double **B, double xa, double xb, int n); 
double root_eq(double C, double **B2, double **g, double **BT2, 

double gmin, double gmax, double tol, int i, 
int j, int n); 

/****************** Function Prototypes from expand.c ***********/ 

void initialize(double **T, double **LU, double *xs, double *xns, double *yns, 
int n, double xO, double lx, double yO, double ly); 

void expand(double *f, double **LU, double *fval, int n); 
void expand2(double **f, double **LU, double **fval, int n); 
void expand3(double ***f, double **LU, double ***fval, int n); 
double eval_expnT(double *f, double **T, int n, int i); 
double eVal_expn(double xs, double *f, int n); 
double eval_expnT2(double **f, double **T, int n, int i, int j); 
double eval_expn2(double xs, double ys, double **f, int n); 

/**************** Function Prototypes from alloc.c **************/ 

double **alloc_mtr(int rows, int cols); 
double *alloc_ vec(int rows); 
void free_mtr(double ** A, int rows); 
double ***alloc_mtr3(int dl, int d2, int d3); 
void free_mtr3(double *** A, int m); 
void mem_err(void); 

/********** Function Prototypes from io.c ***********************/ 

void print_coef(char *fn, char *txt, double *f, int n); 
void print_coef2(char *fn, char * txt, double **f, int n); 
void read_coef(char *fn, char *txt, double *f); 
void file_dat(char *fn, char *txt, double *f, int n, int npts, 

double xl, double x2); 
void file_dat2(char *fn, char *txt, double **f, int n, int npts, 

double xl, double x2, double yl, double y2, 
double xmax, double ymax); 

void file-IJot2(char *fn, char *txt, double **f, double pO,int n, 
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int npts, double xl, double xl, double yl, double y2, 
double xmax, double ymax); 

void file_datchb(char *fn, char *txt, double **T, double *f, 
double *xns, int n); 

void file_datchb2(char *fn, char *txt, double **T, double **f, 
double *xns, double *yns, int n); 

void ploCdat(char *title, char *xt, char *yt, char **fn, int nfiles); 
void opn_err(char *msg); 
void print_vec(double *v, int n, char *s); 
void print_mtr(double **M, int n, char *s); 
void file_vec(double *V, char *fn, char *txt, int n); 
void file_mtr(double **M, char *fn, char *txt, int n); 

/********** Functions Prototypes from tools.c *******************/ 

void vec_mtr(double **p, double *pvec, int n); 
void mtr_vec(double *pvec, double **p, int n); 
int solveJeq( double *x, double ** A, double *b, int n); 
int invert_mtr(double **Inv, double **B, int n); 
int transpose(double **T, double **B, int n, int m); 
double minn(double x, double y); 
double sign(double x, double y); 
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1***************************************************************** 
* expand.c 

* 
* Functions related to the expansion of functions of and 
* their evaluation. 

* 
* By Douglas Brown and Cezary Marcjan 

* 
* Last updated: 6/30/92 

* 
*****************************************************************1 

# include "beam.h" 

1***************************************************************** 
* Initialize the static parameters. 

* 
* Calculate T, LU, xs, xns, yns. 

* 
* T[j][i] = Tj(xs[i)) is the value of the jth Chebyshev polynomial 
* placed in the jth column and evaluated at xs[i]. 

* 
* Order: O(n*n*n) (not important - invoked only once) 
*/ 

void initialize(double **T, double **LU, double *xs, double *xns, double *yns, 
int n, double xO, double lx, double yO, double ly) 

{ 
int i, j, m; 
double th; 
double pn=PII(double)n; 
double **A=alloc_mtr(n+l,n+l); 

1* Create matrix T *1 
for(th=PI, i=O; i<=n; itt, th-=pn) 
{ 

} 

xs[i] = cos(th); 
xns[i] = «xs[i]+ 1.0)* (lx-xO»/2.0+xO; 
yns[i] = «xs[i]+ 1.0)*(ly-yO»/2.0+yO; 
T[i][O] = 0.5; 

if(n>O) for(i=O; i<=n; itt) 
{ 
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T[i][l]=xs[i]; 
T[i][2] = 2.0"'xs[i]"'xs[i] - 1.0; 

} 
for(i=O; i<=n; itt) for(j=3; j<=n; j++) 

T[i][j] = 2.0"'xs[i]"'Tli][j-I] - T[i][j-2]; 

for(i=O; i<=n; itt) for(j=O; j<=n; j++) 
A[i][j] = T[i][j]; 

for(i=O; i<=n; itt) 
{ 

for(j=i; j<=n; j++) LU[i][j]=A[i][j]; 

for(j=i+l; j<=n; j++) 
{ 

} 

LUfj][i] = Afj][i]1 A[i][i]; 
for(m=i+l; m<=n; m++) 

Afj][m] -= A[i][m]"'LUfj][i]; 

} 
free_mtr(A,n+l); 

} 

I"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''"'''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 

'" expand 

'" 
'" Expand a function given in the form of values fval in n Chebyshev points. 
'" Calculate the coefficients of Chebyshev expansion of this function. 

'" 
'" Order: O(n"'n) 
"'I 

void expand(double "'f, double "''''LU, double "'fval, int n) 
{ 

double "'y=alloc_ vec(n+ 1); 
int r, c; 

I'" Solve Ly=fval for y "'I 
for(r=O; r<=n; r++) 
{ 

y[r] = fval[r]; 
for(c=O; c<r; c++) y[r] -= LU[r][c]"'y[c]; 
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} 

1* Solve Uf=y for f *1 
for(r=n; r>=O; r--) 
{ 

f[r] = y[r]; 
for(c=n; c>r; c--) f[r] -= LU[r][c]*f[c]; 
f[r] 1= LU[r][r]; 

} 
free(y); 

} 

1***************************************************************** 
* expand2 

* 
* Expand a function for given values, fval, in (n+ 1 )*(n+ 1) Chebyshev 
* points. Calculate the coefficients of Chebyshev expansion of this function. 

* 
* 
* 
* 

n n 
f(x,y) = SUM'SUM' T_i(x)*f[i]fj]*Tj(y) 

i=O j=O 
*1 

void expand2(double **f, double **LU, double **fval, int n) 
{ 

} 

int i, j; 
double **ffval=alloc_mtr(n+ l,n+ 1); 
for(j=O; j<=n; j++) expand(f[j],LU,fvalfj],n); 
for(j=O; j<=n; j++) for(i=O; i<=n; i++) ffval[i]fj]=f[j][i]; 
for(j=O; j<=n; j++) expand(f[j],LU,ffvalfj],n); 
for(j=O; j<=n; j++) for(i=O; i<=n; i++) ffval[i][j]=f[i][j]; 
for(j=O; j<=n; j++) for(i=O; i<=n; i++) f[i][j]=ffvalfj][i]; 
free_mtr(ffval,n+l); 

1***************************************************************** 
'" expand3 

* 
* Expand a function for given values, fval, in (n+l)*(n+l)*(n+l) Chebyshev 
* points. Calculate the coefficients of Chebyshev expansion of this function. 

* 
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n n n * 
* 
* 

f(x,y,z) = SUM'SUM'SUM' f[i][j][k]Tj(x)Tj(y)T_k(z) 
i=O j=O k=O 

*1 

void expand3(double ***f, double **LU, double ***fval, int n) 
{ 

int k; 
double **ffval=alloc_mtr(n+ 1 ,n+ 1); 
for(k=O; k<=n; k1+) expand2(f[k],LU,fval[k],n); 
free_mtr(ffval,n+ 1); 

} 

1***************************************************************** 
* eval_expnT 

* 
* Return: 

* 
* 
* 
* 

n 
f(xs[i]) = O.5*fIO] + SUM fIk]*T[k][i] 

k=l 

* Order: O(n) 
*1 

double eval_expnT(double *f, double **T, int n, int i) 
{ 

double val=O.O; 
int k; 
for(k=O; k<=n; k1+) val += T[i][k]*fIk]; 
return(val); 

} 

1***************************************************************** 
* eval_expn 

* 
* Return: 

* 
* 
* 

n 
f(xs) = O.5*fIO] + SUM fIk]*T_k(xs) 

k=O 
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* xs must be in the interval [-1, 1] 
* Order: O(n) 
*1 

double eval_expn(double xs, double *f, int n) 
{ 

double d, dd, sv; 
int j; 

d = dd = 0.0; 
for(j=n; j>=I; j--) 
{ 

} 

sv = d; 
d = 2.0*xs*d - dd + f[j]; 
dd = sv; 

return(xs*d - dd + 0.5*f[0]); 
} 

1***************************************************************** 
* eval_expnT2 

* 
* Return: 

* 
* 
* 
* 
*1 

n n 
f(xs[i],ys[j]) = SUM'SUM'T[k][i]*f[k][l]*T[I][j] 

k=O 1=0 

double eval_expnT2(double **f, double **T, int n, int i, int j) 
{ 

} 

double val=O.O; 
int k, I; 
for(k=O; k<=n; k++) for(l=O; I<=n; 1++) val+=T[i][k]*f[k][I]*T[j][I]; 
return(val); 

1***************************************************************** 
* eval_expn2 
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* 
* Return: 

* 
* 
* 
* 

n n 
f(xs,ys) = SUM'SUM' T_k(xs)*f[k][I]*T_l(ys) 

k=O 1=0 

* xs and ys must be in the interval [-1, 1] 
*/ 

double eval_expn2(double xs, double ys, double **f, int n) 
{ 

} 

double v; 
double *s=alloc_vec(n+1); 
int i; 
for(i=O; i<=n; i++) s[i]=eval_expn(ys,f[i],n); 
v = eval_expn(xs,s,n); 
free(s); 
retum(v); 
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1***************************************************************** 
* calc.c 

* 
* Calculate the function values needed in program Beam. 

* 
* By Douglas Brown and Cezary Marcjan 

* 
* Last updated: 7/20/92 

* 
*****************************************************************1 

# include "beam.h" 

1***************************************************************** 
* Initialize the potential matrix to a first approximation. 
* (Called only once.) 
*1 

void init-IJ(double **p, double **LU, double *xns, double *yns, int n) 
{ 

} 

int i, j; 
double **pval = alloc_mtr(n+l,n+l); 

for(i = 0; i <= n; i++) for(j = 0; j <= n; j++) 
pval[i][j] = -50.0*(1.0 - exp( -xns[i]/3.0)*exp(-yns[j]/3.0»; 

expand2(p,LU,pval,n); 
free _mtr(pval,n+l); 

1**************************************************************** 
* potT 

* 
* Calculate the potential from the iterated p matrix using 
* Chebyshev points. 

* 
**1 

double potT(double **p, double pO, double **T, int n, int i, int j) 
{ 

double pval, N; 

if«N = absd(eval_expnT2(p,T,n,0,0))) <= (double)ZERO) 
{ 
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} 

printf("\nPotential irregular\n "); 
N = 1.0; 

pval = -pO*(l.O - eval_expnT2(p,T,n,ij)/N); 

retum(pval); 
} 

/***************************************************************** 
* Calculate the trajectory, t(x), through piecewise linear 
* approximations. 

* 
*/ 

double calc_t(double **p, double xkns, double xns, double yns, 
double lx, double ly, int inc, int n) 

{ 

} 

double t, dx; 

t = yns; 
dx = (xns - xkns)/«double)(inc»; 

while(xns >= xkns && t > 0) 
{ 

} 

t -= dx*deriv_t(p,t,xns,dx,lx,ly,n); 
xns -= dx; 

retum(t); 

/**************************************************************** 
* Calculate the derivative of the trajectory at a 
* particular point by successive linear approximations. 
*/ 

double deriv_t(double **p, double t, double xns, double dx, 
double lx, double ly, int n) 

{ 
int m; 
double dt 1, dt2; 
double ts, tsI, xs, xsI, pI, p2, p3; 
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dti = 0.0; 
dt2 = dx; 

ts = 2.0*tIly - 1.0; 
xs = 2.0*xnsllx - 1.0; 
xsi = 2.0*(xns-dx)llx - 1.0; 
pI = eval_expn2(xs,ts,p,n); 
p3 = eval_expn2(xsI,ts,p,n); 

for(m=O; m <= 100 && absd(dtl - dt2) >= 5.0e-5; m++) 
{ 

if(absd(dt2) >= t) 
dtl = t/absd( dt2); 

else 
dtl = dt2; 

tsl = 2.0*(t-dtI)lly - 1.0; 
p2 = eval_expn2(xs,tsl,p,n); 
dt2 = dx*dx*«pl - p2)/(pl - p3»/dtl; 

/* printfi("dtl = %le dt2 = %Ie t = %Ie\n" dtl dt2 t)·*/ , , " 
} 
retum( dt2/dx); 

} 

/***************************************************************** 
* Evaluate the beam ion density. 

* 
* Convergence of the sum is defined in terms of the coefficients. 

* 
*/ 

double eval_nb(double x, double y, double Lx, double Ly, double zO, 
double nO, double Ti, double Ue, double w, double h, 
double tolub) 

{ 
int m, n; 
double nb = (double)O.O; 
double dnb2 = (double)lOO.O; 
double nb 1, dnb 1; 
double g, a, eta, nu; 

nu = 1.0 + 2.0*sqrt(Ueffi); 
eta = sqrt(nu); 
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} 

for(m=O; absd(dnb2»=tolub; m++) 
{ 

nbl = 0.0; 
dnbl = 100.0; 
a = sin«(double)(2*m+I)*PI*h)/(4.0*Ly» 

*cos( « double)(2*m+ I )*PI*y )/(2.0*Ly) )/( (double )(2*m+ I»; 

for(n=O; absd(dnbl»=tolub; n++) 
{ 

} 

} 

g = sqrt( sqr« (double )(2 *n+ I )lLx) )+sqr« (double )(2 *m+ I )lLy))); 
dnbl = exp(-g*PI*zO/(2.0*eta» 

*sin( « double )(2*n+ I )*PI*w)/( 4.0*Lx) )/« double )(2 *n+ I»; 
nbl += dobl *cos«(double)(2*n+I)*PI*x)/(2.0*Lx»; 

dnb2 = nbl; 
nb += a*nbl; 

nb *= 16.0*nO/(PI*PI); 
retum(nb); 

/***************************************************************** 
II< Calculate and expand the electron density, fl. 

* 
*/ 

void calcJl(double **fl, double **p, double **£2, double **fJ, 
double pO, double Te, double **LU, double **T, int n) 

{ 
int i, j; 
double **fval=alloc_mtr(n+l,n+l); 
double neO, pval; 

neO = eval_expnT2(£2,T,n,0,0) + eval_expnT2(fJ,T,n,0,0); 
fval[O][O] = neO; 

forO=I; j < n; j++) for(i=l; i < n; i++) 
{ 

pval = potT(p,pO,T,n,ij); 
fval[i]fj] = neO*(pval+pO)*exp(pvallTe)/pO; 

} 
for(i=O; i < n; i++) 
{ 
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fval[iHn] = 0.0; 
fval[nHi] = 0.0; 

} 
expand2(fl,LU,fval,n); 
free _ mtr( fval,n+ I); 

} 

1***************************************************************** 
* Calculate and expand the beam ion density, fl. 

* 
*1 

void calc_fl(double **fl, double **LU, double *xns, double *yns, 
double Lx, double Ly, double nO, double Ti, double Ue, 
double w, double h, double zO, double tolub, int n) 

{ 

} 

int i, j; 
double **fval=alloc_mtr(n+ 1 ,n+ I); 
for(j=O; j<=n; j++) for(i=O; i<=n; itt) 

fval[i][j] = eval_nb(xns[i],yns[j],Lx,Ly,zO,nO,Ti,Ue,w,h,tolub); 
expand2(fl,LU,fval,n); 
free_mtr(fval,n+ I); 

1***************************************************************** 
* Calculate and expand the slow-ion density, f3. 

* 
*1 

void calc_f3(double **f3, double **p, double Lx, double Ly, double lx, 
double ly, double zO, double nO, double Ti, double Ue, 
double sigt, double ng, double w, double h, double **T, 
double **LU, double *xs, double *xns, double *yns, 

{ 
double pO, double tolub, int inc, int n) 

double ***Ival=alloc_mtr3(n+l,n+1 ,n+l); 
double ***I=alloc_mtr3(n+l,n+l,n+l); 
double nb, pval, pOval, sgn, t, ts, tp; 
double N; 
int i, j, k; 

if«N = absd(eval_expn2(-1.0,-1.0,p,n») == 0.0) 
N = 1.0; 
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for(k=O; k<n; k++) 
forO=I; j<=n; j++) for(i=k+l; i<=n; i++) 

{ 

} 

t=calc_t(p,xns[k],xns[i],yns[j],lx,ly,inc,n); 
if(t < 0.0) 

Ival[i][j][k] = 0.0; 
else 

{ 
ts = 2.0*tlLy - 1.0; 
nb = eval_nb(xns[k],t,Lx,Ly,zO,nO,Ti,Ue,w,h,tolub); 
pval = potT(p,pO,T,n,ij); 
pOval = -pO*(l.O - eval_expn2(xs[k],ts,p,n)/N); 
if(pOval - pval < 0.0) 
Ival[i][j][k] = 0.0; 

else 
{ 
tp = deriv_t(p,t,xns[i],1.0e-4,lx,ly,n); 
Ival[i][j][k] = ng*sigt*sqrt(Ue*(l.O+tp*tp» 

} 
} 

*nb/sqrt(pOval-pval ); 

expand3 (I,LV,I val,n); 
free_mtr3(Ival,n+ 1); 

/* Calculate the D matrix */ 

/* k = 0 */ 
for(i=O; i<=n; i++) forO=O; j<=n; j++) 
{ 

} 

D[i][j] += I[i][j][O]; 
if(i-l >= 0) 
D[i][j] += 0.5*I[i-l][j][0]; 

if(i+l <= n) 
D [i][j] += 0.5*I[i+ 1 ][j][0]; 

/* k = 1 */ 
for(i=O; i<=n; i++) forG=O; j<=n; j++) 
{ 

D[i][j] += -0.25*I[i][j][I]; 
if(i-2 >= 0) 
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} 

} 

f3[i][j] += 0.12S*I[i-2][j][1]; 
if(i+2 <= n) 
f3[i][j] += 0.12S*I[i+2][j][1]; 

1* k >= 2 *1 
for(i=O; i<=n; itt) for(j=O; j<=n; j++) 
for(k=2, sgn = -l.0; k<=n; sgn *= -1.0, k++) 
{ 

f3 [i][j] += sgn*I[i][j][k]/« double)(k*k-l »; 
if(i-k-l >= 0) 
f3[i][j] += 0.25*I[i-k-l][j][k]/«double)(k+l»; 

if(i+k+ 1 <= n) 
f3[i][j] += 0.25*I[i+k+l][j][k]/«double)(k+l»; 

if(i-k+ 1 >= 0) 
f3[i][j] += -0.25*I[i-k+ 1 ][j][k]/«double)(k-l»; 

if(i+k-l <= n) 
f3[i][j] += -0.2S*I[i+k-l][j][k]/«double)(k-l»; 

} 

free_mtr3(I,n+ 1); 

1***************************************************************** 
* Calculate the coupling matrix for the right hand side of the 
* differential equation. 

* 
* 
* 

f = qe*(fl - f2 - f3)/eo 

* qe = elementary charge 
* eo = permitivity of free space 
*1 

void calcj(double **f, double **fl, double **f2, 
double **f3, int n) 

{ 

} 

int i, j; 

for(i=O; i <= n; itt) for(j=O; j <= n; j++) 
f[i][j] = qe*(fl[i][j] - f2[i][j] - f3[i][jD/eo; 

1***************************************************************** 
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* Calculate g, the expansion coupling matrix of the solution. 

* 
* B is the derivative coupling matrix, evaluated at xo ::::: 1. 
* B2 is the square of B. 
* BU2 is the square of the inverse of B. 
* BT2 is the transpose of BU2. 

* 
* An initialized g matrix is sent as a first guess. The matrix 
* values are iterated, and g is returned with new elements. 

* 
*f 

void calc...,g(double **g, double **f, double **ftmp, double xa, 
double xb, double tol, int n) 

{ 
int i, j, k, m, r, s, t, u; 
double **BU2, **BT2, **templ, **temp2; 
double c, d, N; 
double **B ::::: alloc_mtr(n+1,n+I); 
double **B2 ::::: alloc_mtr(n+1,n+1); 
double error ::::: 1000.0; 

f********** Initialize the matrices **********f 
calc _ B(B,xa,xb,n); 

for(i=O; i <= n; i++) for(j:::::O; j <= n; j++) for(k=O; k <::::: n; k++) 
B2[i][j] += B[i][k]*B[k][j]; 
free _ mtr(B,n+ 1); 

BU2 = alloc_mtr(n+1,n+1); 
BT2 = alloc_mtr(n+l,n+1); 

inverCmtr(BU2,B2,n+ 1); 
transpose(BT2,BU2,n+ 1 ,n+ 1); 
free_ mtr(BU2,n+1); 

f********** Solve for g by iteration **********f 
for(i=O; i <::::: n; i++) for(j ::::: 0; j <= n; j++) 
{ 
if(absd(£ti][j]f(ftmp[i][j] + 1.0e-8)) > 10.0*to1) 
N ::::: 500.0; else N = 1.0; 
ftmp[i][j] = £ti][j]/N; 

} 
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{ 

tempi = aIloc_mtr(n+l,n+l); 
temp2 = aIloc_mtr(n+l ,n+ I); 
d = absd(g[IHI])/2.0 + 1.0; 

for(s=O; s <= n; s++) for(t=O; t <= n; t++) 
templ[s][t] = g[s][t]; 

for(m=O; m <= 100 && error> tol; m++) /* outermost loop */ 

for(s=O; s <= n; s++) for(t=O; t <= n; t++) 
temp2[s][t] = g[sHt]; 

for(i=O; i <= n; i++) for(j=O; j <= n; j++) /* indices of g */ 
{ 

c = 0.0; 
for(u=O; u <= n; u++) 
c +=B2[i][u]*ftmp[u][j]; 
g[i][j] = root_eq( c,B2,templ ,BT2,-d,d,tolll O.O,ij,n); 
if(absd(g[i][j]/(temp2[i][j] + I.Oe-8» >= 10.0*tol) 
temp I [i][j] = g[i][j]/500.0; 
else 

tempi [i][j] = g[i][j]; 
d = absd(g[i][j])/2.0 + 1.0; 

} 

} 

} 

error = 0.0; 
for(s=O; s <= n; s++) for(t=O; t <= n && error < tol; t++) 
error = absd(g[s][t] - temp2[s][t]); 

printf("\ng iterations = %d\n", m); 
free _ mtr( temp I ,n+ I); 
free_mtr(temp2,n+l); 
free _ mtr(B2,n+ I); 
free _ mtr(BT2,n+ I); 

/***************************************************************** 
* caIc_B 

* 
* Calculates the B matrix evaluated at xo = 1. 

* 
**/ 

void calc_B(double **B, double xa, double xb, int n) 
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{ 

} 

inti,j; 

B[O][O] = -0.5*(xb - xa); 
B[O][I] = -0.25*(xb - xa); 

for(j=2; j<= n; j++) 
B[O][j] = 0.5*(xb - xa)*(lI«double)(j-I» - lI«double)(j+l»); 

for(i=l; i <= n; itt) 
{ 
B[i][i-l] = (xb - xa)/«double)(4*i»; 
if(i < n) 
B[i][i+l] = -(xb - xa)/«double)(4*i»; 

} 

/**************************************************************** 
* root_eq 
* 
* Finds the root of the matrix relation: 

* n 
* g_ij = C - sum(B2g)jk x BT2_kj 
* k=O 

* 
**/ 

double root_eq(double C, double **B2, double **g, double **BT2, 
double gmin, double gmax, double tol, int i, int j, 

{ 
int n) 

int k, I, m, 0; 
int itmax = 100; 
double a, b, c, d, e; 
double p, q, r, s; 
double fa, fb, fc; 
double xm, toll; 
double **temp = alloc_mtr(n+l,n+l); 

fa = 0.0; 
fb = 0.0; 

g[i][j] = gmin; 
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{ 

for(k=O; k <= n; k++) for(I=O; I <= n; 1++) for(m=O; m <= n; m++) 
temp[k][l] += B2[k][m]*g[m][I]; 
for(m=O; m <= n; m++) 
fa += C - temp[i][m]*BT2[m][j]; 

for(o=O; 0 <= 100 && fa*fb >= 0.0; 0++) 
{ 

} 

for(k=O; k <= n; k++) for(I=O; I <= n; 1++) 
temp[k][l] = 0.0; 

g[i][j] = gmax; 
for(k=O; k <= n; k++) for(I=O; I <= n; 1++) for(m=O; m <= n; m++) 
temp[k][l] += B2[k][m]*g[m][I]; 
for(m=O; m <= n; m++) 
fb += C - temp[i][m]*BT2[m][j]; 

if(fa*fb >= 0.0) 
gmax *= -5.0; 

if(fa*fb > 0.0) 
{ printf("\nRoot must be bracketed.\n"); 

exit(3); 
} 

a = gmin; 
b = gmax; 
fc = fb; 
for(o=O; 0 <= itmax; 0++) 

if(fb*fc > 0.0) 
{ 

} 

c = a; 
fc = fa; 
d =b-a; 
e = d; 

if(absd(fc) < absd(fb» 
{ 
a = b; 
b = c; 
c = a; 
fa = fb; 
fb = fc; 
fc = fa; 
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} 
toll = 6.0e-8*absd(b) + 0.5*tol; 
xm = 0.5*(c-b); 
if(absd(xm) < toll II tb == 0.0) 
break; 

if(absd(e) >= toll && absd(fa) >= absd(tb» 
{ 
s = tb/fa; 
if(a == c) 
{ 

} 

p = 2.0*xm*s; 
q = 1.0 - s; 

else 
{ 
q = fa/fc; 
r = tb/fc; 
p = s*(2.0*xm*q*(q-r)-(b-a)*(r-1.0»; 
q = (q-1.0)*(r-1.0)*(s-1.0); 

} 
if(p > 0.0) q = -q; 
p = absd(p); 
if(2.0*p < (double)min(3.0*xm*q - absd(toll *q),absd(e*q») 
{ 
e = d; 
d = p/q; 

} 
else 
{ 
d = xm; 
e = d; 

} 
} 
else 
{ 

} 

d = xm; 
e = d; 

a = b; 
fa = tb; 
if(absd(d) > toll) 
b += d; 
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} 

} 

else 
b += sign(toll,xm); 

for(k=O; k <= n; k++) for(I=O; I <= n; 1++) 
temp[kHI] = 0.0; 

g[i][j] = b; 
for(k=O; k <= n; k++) for(l=O; I <= n; 1++) for(m=O; m <= n; m++) 
temp[kHl] += B2[kHm]*g[mHI]; 
for(m=O; m <= n; m++) 
fb += C - temp[iHm]*BT2[m][j]; 

free_mtr(temp,n+ 1); 
if(o > itmax) 
printf("\nNumber of allowed iterations exceeded.\n"); 
retum(b); 
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1***************************************************************** 
* alloc.c 

* 
* Functions used for allocating and freeing memory. 

* 
* By Douglas Brown and Cezary Marcjan 

* 
* Last update: 6/30/92 

* 
*****************************************************************1 

# include "beam.h" 

1***************************************************************** 
* alloc_mtr 

* 
* Allocate a matrix of a given number of rows and columns for double 
* precision numbers. 

* 
* Return pointer to the matrix or terminate the program 
* by calling mem_errO function if there are problems with allocation. 

**1 

double **alloc_mtr(int rows, int cols) 
{ 

int i, j; 
double **A; 
A = (double**)calloc(rows, sizeof(double*»; 
if(A==NULL) mem_errO; 
for(i=O; i<rows; itt) 
{ 

A[i] = (double*)calloc(cols, sizeof(double»; 
if(A[i]==NULL) 
{ 

} 

for(j=i; j>=O; j--) free(A[j]); 
free(A); 
mem_errO; 

} 
return(A); 

} 
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1***************************************************************** 
* alloc_vec 

* 
* Allocate a vector of a given number of double precision elements. 

* 
* Return pointer to the vector or terminate the program by calling 
* mem_errO fUnction if there are problems with allocation. 
*1 

double *alloc_vec(int rows) 
{ 

double *a = (double*)calloc(rows, sizeof(double»; 
if(a==NULL) mem_errO; 
return(a); 

} 

1***************************************************************** 
* free_mtr 

* 
* Free matrix memory allocated previously using alloc_mtrO. 
*1 

void free_mtr(double ** A, int rows) 
{ 

} 

int i; 
for(i=O; i<rows; i++) free(A[i]); 
free(A); 

1***************************************************************** 
* alloc_mtr3 
*1 

double ***alloc_mtr3(int dI, int d2, int d3) 
{ 

double *** A; 
int i, j; 
if«A=(double***)calloc(dI, sizeof(double**»)==NULL) mem_errO; 
for(i=O; i<dI; i++) 
{ 

if( (A[ i ]=( double* *)calloc( d2, sizeof( double*» )== NULL) mem _ errO; 
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for(j=O; j<d2; j++) 
if«A[i][j]=(double*)calloc(d3, sizeof(double)))=NULL) mem_errO; 

} 
retum(A); 

} 

1***************************************************************** 
* free_mtr3 
*1 

void free_mtr3(double ***A, int m) 
{ 

} 

int im, jm; 
for(im=O; im<m; im++) 
{ 

} 

for(jm=O; jm<m; jm++) free(A[im][jm]); 
free(A[im]); 

1***************************************************************** 
* mem_err 

* 
* Terminate the program with exit code 2 due to memory allocation problems. 
*1 

void mem_err(void) 
{ 

} 

fprintf(stderr, u\nMemory allocation error ... \n"); 
exit(2); 
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1***************************************************************** 
* io.c 

* 
* input/ouput related functions 

* 
* By Douglas Brown and Cezary Marcjan 

* 
* Last updated: 7/19/92 

* 
*****************************************************************1 

# include "beam.h" 

void print_coef(char *fn, char *txt, double *f, int n) 
{ 

FILE *fp; 
int i; 
char string[MAXCHAR]; 

if«fp=fopen(fn, "w"»=NULL) opn_err(fn); 
else 
{ 

sprintf(string,"%s",txt); 
fprintf(fp, "%s\n", string); 
for(i=O; i<=n; itt) fprintf(fp, "%3d: %+e\n", i, f[i]); 

} 
fclose( fp); 

} 

void print_coef2(char *fn, char *txt, double uf, int n) 
{ 

FILE *fp; 
int i, j; 
char string[MAXCHAR]; 
if«fp=fopen(fn, "w"»==NULL) opn_err(fn); 
else 
{ 

} 

sprintf(string, "%s\n\nRow 0:", txt); 
print_coef(fn,string,f[O],n); 
for(i=O; i<=n; itt) for(j=O, fprintf(fp,"\n"); j<=n; j++) 

fprintf(fp, "%3d%3d: %+e\n", i, j, f[i][j]); 
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fclose(fp ); 
} 

void read_coef(char *fn, char *txt, double *f) 
{ 

FILE *fp; 
int i; 
char s[MAXCHAR]; 

if«fp=fopen(fn, Ir"»==NULL) opn_err(fn); 
else 
{ 

} 

for(i=O; i<MAXCHAR && !feof(fp); i++) 
{ 

s[i] = getc(fp); 
if(s[i]=='\n') break; 

} 
s[i] = '\0'; 
if«txt=(char*)malloc(sizeof(char)*i»==NULL) mem_errO; 
strcpy(txt,s); 

for(i=O; !feof(fp); i++) 
{ 

fscanf(fp, "%S", s); 
if(!feof(fp» fscanf(fp, "%1£", &f[i]); 

} 

fclose(fp ); 
} 

void file_dat(char *fn, char *txt, double *f, int n, int npts, 
double xl, double x2) 

{ 
FILE *fp; 
int i; 
double dx=(x2-xl )/( double )(npts-l); 
double x, xs; 
char string[MAXCHAR]; 

if«fp=fopen(fn, "W"»==NULL) opn_err(fn); 
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sprintf(string,"%s" ,txt); 
fprintf(fp, "%s\n" ,string); 
for(i=l, x=xl; i<=npts; x+=dx, i++) 
{ 

xs = 2.0*(x-xl)/(x2-xl)-1.0; 
fprintf(fp, "%+e %+e\n", x, eval_expn(xs,f,n»; 

} 

fclose(fp); 
} 

void fiIe_dat2(char *fn, char *txt, double **f, int n, int npts, 
double xl, double x2, double yl, double y2, 
double xmax, double ymax) 

{ 
FILE *fp; 
int i, j; 
double dx=(xmax-xl )/( double)(npts-l); 
double dy=(ymax-y 1 )/( double )(npts-l); 
double x, xs; 
double y, ys; 
char string[MAXCHAR]; 

if«fp=fopen(fn, "w"»==NULL) opn_err(fn); 

sprintf( string,"%s" , txt); 
fprintf(fp, "%s\n %d %d \n%+e", string, npts+l, npts+l, 0.0); 
for(i=l, y=yl; i<=npts; y+=dy, i++) 
{ 

fprintf(fp, " %+e", y); 
} 
for(j=l, x=xl; j<=npts; x+=dx, j++) 
{ 

} 

fprintf(fp, "\n%+e", x); 
xs = 2.0*(x-xl)/(x2-xl)-1.0; 
for(i=l, y=yl; i<=npts; y+=dy, i++) 
{ 

ys = 2.0*(y-yl)/(y2-yl)-1.0; 
fprintf(fp, " %+e", eval_expn2(xs,ys,f,n»; 

} 
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fclose(fp ); 
} 

void file-IJot2(char *fn, char *txt, double **f, double pO,lnt n, 

{ 

int npts, double xl, double x2, double yI, double y2, 
double xmax, double ymax) 

FILE *fp; 
int i, j; 
double dx=(xmax-xi )/( double )(npts-I); 
double dy=(ymax-y I )/( double)(npts-I); 
double N =eval_expn2( -2.0*xll(x2-xl )-1.0,-2.0*xll(x2-xl )-1.0,f,n); 
double x, xs; 
double y, ys; 
char string[MAXCHAR]; 

if«fp=fopen(fn, "w"»==NULL) opn_err(fn); 

sprintf(string,"%s" ,txt); 
fprintf(fp, "%s\n %d %d \n%+e", string, npts+!, npts+!, 0.0); 
for(i=I, y=yI; i<=npts; y+=dy, itt) 
{ 

fprintf(fp, " %+e", y); 
} 
for(j=I, x=xl; j<=npts; x+=dx, j++) 
{ 

} 

fprintf(fp, "\n%+e", x); 
xs = 2.0*(x-xl)/(x2-xl)-1.0; 
for(i=I, y=yl; i<=npts; y+=dy, itt) 
{ 

ys = 2.0*(y-yl)/(y2-yl)-1.0; 
fprintf(fp, " %+e", -pO*(1.0 - eval_expn2(xs,ys,f,n)IN»; 

} 

fclose(fp ); 
} 

void file_datchb(char "'fn, char * txt, double ...... T, double "'f, 
double "'xns, int n) 

{ 
FILE *fp; 
int i; 
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char string[MAXCHAR]; 

if«fp=fopen(fn, "w"»==NULL) opn_err(fn); 

sprintf(string,"%s",txt); 
fprintf(fp, "%s\n" ,string); 
for(i=O; i<=n; i-H-) 
fprintf(fp, "%+e %+e\n", xns[i], eval_expnT(f,T,n,i»; 

fclose(fp ); 
} 

void file_datchb2(char *fn, char *txt, double **T, double **f, 
double *xns, double *yns, int n) 

{ 
FILE *fp; 
int i, j; 
char string[MAXCHAR]; 

if«fp=fopen(fn, "w"»==NULL) opn_err(fn); 

sprintf(string,"%s" ,txt); 
fprintf(fp,"%s\n %d %d\n%+e", string, n+2, n+2, 0.0); 
for(i=O; i<=n; i-H-) fprintf(fp, " %+e", yns[i]); 

for(j=O; j<=n; j-H-) 
{ 

fprintf(fp, "\n%+e", xns[j]); 
for(i=O; i<=n; i-H-) fprintf(fp, " %+e", eval_expnT2(f,T,n,ij»; 

} 

fclose(fp ); 
} 

void plot_dat(char *title, char *xt, char *yt, char **fn, int nfiles) 
{ 

char temp[999], t[999]; 
int i; 

sprintf(temp, "xgraph -t \"%s\" -x \"%s\" -y \"%s\"", title, xt, yt); 
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} 

for(i=O; i<nfiles; i++) 
{ 

} 

sprintf(t, " %s", fn[i]); 
strcat(temp, t); 

system(temp); 

void opn_err(char "'msg) 
{ 

} 

fprintf(stderr, "%s\n", msg); 
exit(2); 

void print_vec(double "'v, int n, char "'s) 
{ 

int i; 
printf("\n\n%s:\n", s); 
for(i=O; i<=n; i++) printf("\n%3d %+£", i, "'(v+i»; 

} 

void print_mtr(double "''''M, int n, char "'s) 
{ 

} 

int i, j; 
printf("\n\n%s:\n", s); 
for(i=O; i<=n; i++) 
{ 

printf("\nRow %d", i); 
for(j=O; j<=n; j++) printf("\n%3d%d %+e", i, j, M[i][j]); 

} 

void file_vec(double "'V, char "'fn, char "'txt, int n) 
{ 

FILE "'fp; 
int i; 
char t[MAXCHAR]; 

if«fp=fopen(fn, "w"»==NULL) opn_err(fn); 
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} 

else 
{ 
sprintf(t,"%s \n", txt); 
fprintf(fp,"%s", t); 
for(i=O; i<=n; i++) 
fprintf(fp,"%+e ", V[i]); 

} 
fclose(fp); 

void file_mtr(double **M, char *fn, char *txt, int n) 
{ 

} 

FILE *fp; 
int i, j; 
char t[MAXCHAR]; 

if«fp=fopen(fn, "w"»=NULL) opn_err(fn); 
else 
{ 
sprintf(t,"%s \n", txt); 
fprintf(fp,"%s", t); 
for(i=O; i<=n; i++) 
{ 
fprintf( fp, "\n "); 
for(j=O; j<=n; j++) 
fprintf(fp,"%+e ", M[ilfj]); 

}} 
fclose( fp); 
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1***************************************************************** 
* tools.c 

* 
* Misc. utility functions 

* 
* By Douglas Brown 

* 
* Last updated 7/17/92 

* 
*****************************************************************1 

# include "beam.h" 

1***************************************************************** 
* Convert matrices to vectors and vectors to matrices by 
* stacking and unstacking columns. 

* 
*1 

void vec_mtr(double **p, double *pvec, int n) 
{ 

} 

int i, j; 
for(j=O; j<=n; j++) for(i=O; i<=n; itt) 

p[i][j] = pvec[j*(n+ 1 )+i]; 

void mtr_vec(double *pvec, double **p, int n) 
{ 

} 

int i, j; 
for(j=O; j<=n; j++) for(i=O; i<=n; itt) 

pvec[j*(n+l)+i] = p[i][j]; 

I******************************************~********** ************ 

* solveJeq 

* 
* Solves a linear algebraic equation. 

* 
* B*x = b 

* 
* B is a known matrix, b is a known vector 
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* and x is the unknown vector. 

* 
* Return 0 if successful, 1 if the matrix is singular. 
*1 

int solve_Ieq(double *x, double **B, double *b, int n) 
{ 

double t; 
double ** A = alloc_mtr(n,n); 
int i, j, k; 
int *p; 

for(i = 0; i < n; itt) for(j = 0; j < n; j++) 
A[i][j] = B[i][j]; 

if«p=(int*)calloc(n+l,sizeof(int»)=NULL) mem_errO; 
for(i=O; i<=n; itt) p[i]=i; 

for(i=O; i<n; itt) 
{ 

for(j=i k=i+ I· k<n· k++) , , , 
if(absd(A[p[k]][i]) > absd(A[p[j]][i])) j=k; 
if(absd(A[p[j]][i]) <= (double)ZERO) retum(I); 
if(i!=j) 
{ 

} 

k = p[i]; 
p[i] = p[j]; 
p[j] = k; 

for(k=i+l; k<n; k++) 
{ 

t = A[p[k]][i]1 A[p[i]][i]; 
for(j=i; j<n; j++) A[p[k]][j]-=t* A[p[i]][j]; 
b[p[k]] -= t*b[p[i]]; 

} 
} 

for(i=n-I; i>=O; i--) 
{ 

} 

xCi] = b[p[i]]; 
for(j=i+l; j<n; j++) x[i]-=A[p[i]][j]*x[j]; 
xCi] 1= A[p[i]][i]; 
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} 

free(p); 
free_mtr(A,n); 
return(O); 

1**************************************************************** 
* invert_mtr 

* 
* Finds the inverse, Inv, of a known square matrix B. 
* n = the number of rows and columns. 

* 
* returns 0 on success, exits with termination code 1 
* if the matrix is singular 
*1 

int invert_mtr(double **Inv, double **B, int n) 
{ 

} 

int i, j, k; 
double **1 = alloc_mtr(n,n); 
double **temp = alloc_mtr(n,n); 

for(i = 0; i < n; itt) 
I[i][i] = 1.0; 

for(i = 0; i < n && k != 1; itt) 
k = solveJeq(temp[i],B,I[i],n); 

if(k == 1) 
{ 

} 

printf("\nsingular matrix\n"); 
exit(l); 

for(i = 0; i < n; itt) for(j = 0; j < n; j++) 
Inv[i]fj] = tempfj][i]; 

free_mtr(temp,n); 
free_mtr(I,n); 
return(O); 

1***************************************************************** 
* transpose 
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* 
* Transposes a matrix of n rows and m columns. 

* 
**1 

int transpose(double **T, double **B, int n, int m) 
{ 

int i, j; 

for(i=O; i < n; i++) for(j=O; j < m; j++) 
T[j][i] = B[i][j]; 

return(O); 
} 

1**************************************************************** 
* minn 

* 
* Returns the minimum between two values. 

* 
**1 

double minn(double x, double y) 
{ 

} 

double z; 

if(x < y 1/ x == y) 
z = x; 

else 
z = y; 

return(z); 

1**************************************************************** 
* sign 

* 
* Returns the value of x with the sign of y. 

* 
**1 

double sign(double x, double y) 
{ 

double z; 
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} 

if(y >= 0.0) 
z = absd(x); 

else 
z = -absd(x); 

retum(z); 
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